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Predictor for Kate Hudson
Twelve Months Prediction

As the planets move around the Great Circle of the Zodiac they pass through the 12 areas known
as 'houses', each of which represents a different sphere of human life.* The moving planets also
form angles or aspects with the positions of the planets in your birth chart. These planetary
movements are called 'transits'.

Sometimes a planet appears to move backwards through the Heavens which is known as
'retrograde' motion, thereby repeating the aspects it makes to the planets in your birth chart. A
retrograde planet is similar to the sensation experienced when you are on a train which overtakes
a slower train, making the slower train appear to be moving backwards.
Your predictions for the next twelve months should be used as a helpful guide only. Events in
your life may vary from the ones outlined in this forecast. While the planets do not dictate your
future, they do provide crossroads and signposts to guide you on your personal voyage through
life, helping you to make the right decisions, at the right time, and in the right frame of mind. At
all times it is for you to choose the best path to follow, and to develop the most positive elements
of your personality.
*When the time of birth is not known, a Midday chart is produced, which makes it impossible to
include the house transits in the report or to accurately determine your Ascendant (Rising Sign)
position.
From about: 1 April 2009 to about: 2 April 2009
From about: 3 March 2010 to about: 31 March 2010

a in 9th House

Sun is Transiting your Natal Ninth House
Your focus should now be on philosophy, legal matters, long distance travel and in-depth study.
Craving new experiences, you may feel the need to change the direction of your life quite
dramatically. Travel would be a good way of acquiring new knowledge which in time will provide a
greater faith and awareness of life. If physical travel is not possible, then there is always inner
travel through meditation. But beware the tendency to be constantly seeking new horizons and
new subjects before you have had a chance to properly take in or consolidate what you have
already discovered or learned.
From about: 1 April 2009 to about: 20 April 2009
From about: 24 March 2010 to about: 31 March 2010

d in 10th House

Mercury is Transiting your Natal Tenth House
You will now direct much of your mental energy and intellect towards the achievement of a
position of responsibility and authority. Additional career training could be of future benefit. But
take care that excessive worry over petty details and overwork does not cause ill health. A
certain amount of impatience may also lead to a few wrong turns on your career path. It may
take some time to finally decide what you really want to do, but at least you will learn a great
deal about yourself in the process.
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From about: 1 April 2009 to about: 18 May 2009
From about: 21 February 2010 to about: 18 March 2010

f in 9th House

Venus is Transiting your Natal Ninth House
The power of love may now help to broaden your horizons, open your mind and soul to new
studies or philosophical ideas or instigate travel. Many of your relationships, both personal and
professional, will be bring about personal growth. You will see a deeper meaning in life and
understand the need for people to give and receive love, and share what they have with others.
Beauty and the love of music and the arts will attract you but in a way which is different from
past experience, but pleasantly so. You may fall in love with a foreigner, or someone who lives a
great distance from you.
From about: 1 April 2009 to about: 9 May 2009

g in 9th House

Mars is Transiting your Natal Ninth House
This can be a time when you are more intellectually active than usual, with thoughts turning
towards education, philosophy or religion. Your mind will be quicker and better able to grasp
broad concepts and abstract ideas. But do not take yourself too seriously and do not force your
own beliefs and views on others, allow them to reach their own decisions. You may travel more
than usual, but there is a possibility of minor accidents or illnesses whilst on your journey so take
extra care of yourself. Legal difficulties may also cause problems.
From about: 1 April 2009 to about: 10 March 2010

h in 8th House

Jupiter is Transiting your Natal Eighth House
There is a possibility of an inheritance, or financial benefit through property, insurance or other
people's resources. This could also be an excellent time to establish a new business partnership
to request money or a loan from others, as they will now be more willing to help. No matter how
disruptive, upheavals and changes in your life should work to your benefit and ultimately be for
the best. Religious and spiritual matters may fascinate you and your philosophy may now be
influenced by metaphysical or esoteric interests and beliefs.
From about: 1 April 2009 to about: 31 March 2010

j in 3rd House

Saturn is Transiting your Natal Third House
You could now have some difficulty communicating your thoughts or ideas to others. You may
therefore prefer to stay silent. On the other hand, you might find yourself chattering on endlessly
about anything and everything except things that really matter to you. Either way, the end result
could be that you feel misunderstood. There are many changes happening within you, which will
affect people around you. In particular, the way you relate to others is now changing and this
could cause some conflict or added responsibilities with close family, friends or local residents.
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From about: 1 April 2009 to about: 31 March 2010

K in 9th House

Uranus is Transiting your Natal Ninth House
The search for truth will be of interest to you now and you will probably feel the need to break
free of old beliefs and find new philosophical or religious ideals by which to order your life. If you
keep an open mind, you will learn a great deal. You will also be able to bring exciting new
concepts and ideas into whatever field you are working or studying in, although your eager
search for knowledge may cause you to suddenly abandon the work you are doing before it is
completed. Travel in foreign lands, and meeting people of other cultures could be particularly
exciting now, possibly even dangerous. There is also the possibility of surprising events involving
people from different backgrounds or cultures. Avoid legal confrontations.
From about: 1 April 2009 to about: 31 March 2010

l in 8th House

Neptune is Transiting your Natal Eighth House
You will now need to be completely open and honest with anyone you are involved with. In
business and financial matters, in particular, you will need to take care that everything is open
and above board, or you may find your financial resources slipping through your fingers. This is
not a good time to borrow money. Beware deception regarding shared finances, tax, inheritance
or insurance matters. Religious interests and matters of life after death may deepen; or you
could be asked to handle or manage the property of someone who has died.
From about: 1 April 2009 to about: 31 March 2010

; in 6th House

Pluto is Transiting your Natal Sixth House
The state of your health is now likely to change or health habits may change - eliminating the
bad and introducing good. Any illness should be examined to see if it is connected to some other
part of your life, or the result of hidden emotional problems or conflicts. There may also be
tremendous changes in your job or work environment. You will be conscientious and
hardworking, with added willpower that enables you to struggle against all the odds. However,
your determination could become obsessive and at times, even destructive. Beware power
struggles.
From about: 1 April 2009 to about: 2 April 2009

a q +

Transiting Sun Conjunct your Midheaven
Feeling strong and self assertive, today much energy and determination will be devoted to
achieving personal goals and ambitions. However, you may become rather impatient with other
mere mortals who will not be able to keep up with your frenetic pace. Nevertheless, with a little
tact and patience confrontation can be avoided.
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From about: 1 April 2009 to about: 1 April 2009
From about: 23 March 2010 to about: 24 March 2010

d q +

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Mercury Conjunct Midheaven
Work, professional and career matters are likely to be uppermost in your mind over the next day
or so. It is time to make future career plans but if presented with a dilemma or choice of action,
then try to keep your options open. Communications will be extremely busy, so expect more
letters, phone calls or meetings than usual.
From about: 1 April 2009 to about: 10 April 2009
From about: 24 August 2009 to about: 10 September 2009
From about: 14 November 2009 to about: 30 November 2009

h r K

Transiting Jupiter Square your Natal Uranus
Freedom will be very important to you now. Interference in both your personal and professional
life will not be tolerated. Restrictions on your independence will seem equally intolerable.

Feeling restless, and perhaps a little bit tetchy it will be very difficult to settle down during this
time. Mood swings will make your conduct unpredictable. Unexpected and major changes are
likely to occur, these changes may be lucky breaks or they could be extremely disruptive to your
daily routine.
Patience will be needed during this time, do not rush plans and ideas or fight against others and
be negative for the sake of it. Put temporary brakes on any major financial or business plans
whilst there is so much confusion concerning your future. Wait until the dust settles.
There may also be some conflict between your personal life and career with one seemingly
interfering with the other. Be prepared to compromise and find a balance between these two
important areas of your life.
From about: 2 April 2009 to about: 9 May 2009

a in 10th House

Sun is Transiting your Natal Tenth House
Your focus will now be on career, aspirations and professional and personal reputation. Your
career will be of utmost importance but possibly at the expense of your personal life. At work,
you will now have a strong ambition to reach the top in your chosen field or at the very least to
find a goal you can work towards with persistence and determination. One way or the other,
professional responsibilities should increase, possibly achieving a higher position of authority. Be
warned, however, not to promise more than you can deliver. There may also be more contact
with your father or a close male friend or relative.
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From about: 2 April 2009 to about: 12 April 2009
From about: 20 August 2009 to about: 5 September 2009
From about: 18 November 2009 to about: 3 December 2009

h y l

Transiting Jupiter Sextile your Natal Neptune
This is a time when very little will anger or irritate you; even if something goes wrong, you will be
philosophical and be able to put it into perspective. You may even decide to call a truce with
previously held grudges.
Good fortune may also smile upon you perhaps through some legal matter or speculative
investment so if a financial bonus does come you way enjoy it.

Help and support may come from established and respectable sources possibly from older people
or from your parents or people in some kind of authority. Legal, insurance and tax matters
should also proceed smoothly.
This is a time of learning a time when lessons and knowledge can be absorbed more easily. Life
will flow more easily and much can be accomplished with seemingly very little effort.
But do not just sit back and expect opportunities to just 'drop into your lap'. You must be
prepared to both look for and create new opportunities for yourself.
From about: 3 April 2009 to about: 3 April 2009
From about: 26 March 2010 to about: 26 March 2010

d w ;

Transiting Mercury Opposite your Pluto
Obsessive thoughts could now rule your life. Alternatively, there could be a desperate urge to get
a particular message across to others or to complete a project at the expense of others aspects
of your life. Take care that overwork does not lead to nervous exhaustion. Communications may
be difficult or obstructed.
From about: 4 April 2009 to about: 4 April 2009
From about: 27 July 2009 to about: 28 July 2009
From about: 27 March 2010 to about: 27 March 2010

d e l

Transiting Mercury Trine your Natal Neptune
A powerful sense of intuition should now enable you to anticipate others thoughts and actions.
Consequently, this will lead to a better understanding of their thoughts and emotions and better
communications between you. As your logical, rational mind is now in balance with your intuition
abstract and creative thoughts and ideas could also be turned into concrete reality.
From about: 4 April 2009 to about: 8 April 2009
From about: 27 April 2009 to about: 1 May 2009
From about: 8 March 2010 to about: 9 March 2010

f q d

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Venus is Conjunct your Natal Mercury
Your relaxed and sociable mood will be contagious, with much laughter, happiness and probably
wine flowing between friends. This is also a great time to 'clear the air' and talk through any
problems with your lover. It will be easy to tell someone you love them. Finances and business
negotiations look good, you will be able to get your message across.
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From about: 6 April 2009 to about: 7 April 2009

a w ;

Transiting Sun opposite your Pluto
Today you will either be the victim of someone's dishonest and devious way of behaving or you
may instigate deceitful manipulation upon others. Arguments could lead to critical difficulties and
ego conflicts within relationships. Increased pressure and frenetic activity could soon lead to raw
and frazzled nerves.
From about: 6 April 2009 to about: 7 April 2009
From about: 24 October 2009 to about: 25 October 2009
From about: 29 March 2010 to about: 30 March 2010

d r _

Transiting Mercury Square your Ascendant
Finding it impossible to sit still, you should be much busier than usual over the next few days.
Eager to communicate with others many telephone calls may be made or letters written. But
whenever possible, you will prefer to set up meetings or make personal visits. However, do not
expect others to necessarily agree with every word you say. Also remember that their opinion
may also be worthy of some respect.
From about: 6 April 2009 to about: 22 May 2009
From about: 10 August 2009 to about: 3 October 2009
From about: 26 January 2010 to about: 6 March 2010

K e _

Transiting Uranus Trine your Natal Ascendant
Feeling restless, daring and extremely receptive to new ideas, you will now be looking to do
something completely different. Freedom and a sense of independence will be of utmost
importance to you, so there will be the temptation to break free of any restrictions whether
personal or professional, which are seemingly holding you back and keeping you stuck in a rut.

During this period a new love affair may start which will allow you to be more yourself than ever
before or there will be more leeway, love and affection in present long standing relationships.

All relationships should now become more loving and secure, especially if you manage to reawaken slumbering passions which have been dulled or strained by life's daily pressures. If not
yet married or seriously involved, you may now also be ready to make more commitment to your
partner, tying the bonds of love by taking love affairs that one important stage further into
something more permanent.
Around now, you may also receive some sudden and surprising good news relating to personal
dreams, goals and ambitions. Alternatively, you may be the bearer of good tidings surprising
everyone with your sudden announcement.
From about: 8 April 2009 to about: 9 April 2009

d q a

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Mercury Conjunct your Natal Sun
Feeling more mentally alert, your thinking processes will be much clearer during these few days.
You will now be able to impress superiors who will be impressed with your enthusiasm, initiative
and ability to cope under pressure. If you have something important to say, then now is the time
to get that message across. Expect to make or receive numerous telephone calls or letters.
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From about: 8 April 2009 to about: 9 April 2009
From about: 27 October 2009 to about: 28 October 2009

d r s

Transiting Mercury Square your Natal Moon
Over the next day or so thoughts will be strongly influenced by your emotions and past
memories. If necessary, bury old ghosts and get on with the business of living in the present
rather than always looking to the past. Women in particular may be the cause of considerable
tension and conflict during this time.
From about: 8 April 2009 to about: 27 April 2009
From about: 1 December 2009 to about: 2 December 2009
From about: 6 March 2010 to about: 7 March 2010

f e h

Transiting Venus Trine Natal Jupiter
During this time, you will put others before yourself and will be seen as sympathetic, generous
and out-going giving support and love to those in need. Planetary transits are also heralding the
beginning of pleasant, romantic love affairs. Strenuous work should be avoided, as you will be
feeling unhurried and carefree. But watch your diet as weight could easily be gained.
From about: 8 April 2009 to about: 10 April 2009
From about: 25 September 2009 to about: 28 September 2009

g e K

Transiting Mars Trine your Natal Uranus
This could be a time of tremendous achievements, a time in your life when you are not prepared
to settle for second best. Others will now look to your for leadership. Your aggression and sheer
determination will enable you to do things that you have only dreamed of in the past.
From about: 8 April 2009 to about: 10 April 2009

g r l

'Deceptive!'
Transiting Mars Square your Natal Neptune
Someone could be trying to set you up, possibly even forcing you to act against your own will.
Beware being susceptible to other's scheming and plotting. Avoid any questionable, shady or
illegal action. Health may suffer through low physical energy. Rest as much as you can to avoid
illness, particularly infections. You may become involved in a secret love affair or secret business
plans during this time.
From about: 9 April 2009 to about: 10 April 2009
From about: 11 August 2009 to about: 13 August 2009

a e l

Transiting Sun Trine your Natal Neptune
Compassion will be your keyword today. You will be less concerned with materialistic values and
more concerned with helping friends, family, in fact, anyone in need. Any kind of creative talent
could also be inspired over the next few days, so make the best of your artistic and literary skills.
A special romance could begin with this new lover just strolling into your life as if they had always
belonged.
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From about: 9 April 2009 to about: 9 April 2009
From about: 27 October 2009 to about: 28 October 2009

d r h

Transiting Mercury Square your Natal Jupiter
Feeling positive, if somewhat unrealistic, your mind will be full of ideas and plans for the future.
Interference and criticism will not be tolerated. However, when stating your case, you must be
prepared to listen to others' viewpoints as well. Also, in envisaging an overall large scale outline
for the future, you may overlook small, but important, details.
From about: 10 April 2009 to about: 24 April 2009
From about: 30 November 2009 to about: 1 December 2009
From about: 6 March 2010 to about: 7 March 2010

f y s

Transiting Venus Sextile your Natal Moon
Sympathetic feelings of warmth and tenderness will make you extremely protective of those you
love. Very little could anger you today. Contact with women, especially your mother, could bring
positive results, with love and friendship bonding the ties between you. A day to sit back, relax
and enjoy the company of others.
From
From
From
From

about:
about:
about:
about:

d e j

12 April 2009 to about: 13 April 2009
10 December 2009 to about: 11 December 2009
9 January 2010 to about: 11 January 2010
19 January 2010 to about: 22 January 2010

Transiting Mercury Trine your Natal Saturn
Practical, common sense combined with clear, logical thought should enable you to make well
ordered, positive and constructive plans for the future. Having planned all the intricate pieces of
your life, and then slotted them in a rational order, you should now be able to see the whole
picture of what is ahead, rather like completing a jigsaw puzzle in your mind. However, this is not
the time for radical changes it is more a time to prepare the groundwork and build firm
foundations for the future.
From about: 13 April 2009 to about: 15 April 2009
From about: 17 October 2009 to about: 18 October 2009

a r _

Transiting Sun Square your Ascendant
Unstable and impulsive emotions could cause confrontations and explosive arguments, especially
if you are trying to dominate or control others. Alternatively, it may seem as if forces beyond
your control are reshaping your destiny, without you having any say in the matter. If this is the
case, then it will not be rage you feel more probably a feeling of helplessness. Do not allow
yourself to be bullied. Stand by the courage of your convictions.
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From about: 14 April 2009 to about: 16 April 2009

g e _

Transiting Mars Trine your Natal Ascendant
Feeling confident and self assured, you will now seek out and create new opportunities. You will
take the initiative but others will happily co-operate with your plans and directions. This could be
a time of tremendous achievements as you are no longer prepared to settle for second best.
From about: 16 April 2009 to about: 18 April 2009

g q f

Transiting Mars Conjunct your Natal Venus
Fiery passion and a strong attraction to lovers or potential lovers will be strongly expressed
through sex. Even without sex, you will feel more full of life and vivacious than usual, wanting to
be with other people, rather than on your own. Make the best of lucrative financial opportunities.
From about: 18 April 2009 to about: 19 April 2009

a q a

Transiting Sun Conjunct your Natal Sun
Happy birthday! Today the sun returns to the same zodiac position as on your actual birthday.
This is then the start of your new astrological year, a time of change and new beginnings. With
the sun representing ego, this is a day of self importance and wanting to be the focus of
attention. It is also usually a day of celebration, gifts and surprises. Over the next few days
would be an excellent time to make plans for the forthcoming year.
From about: 18 April 2009 to about: 19 April 2009
From about: 21 October 2009 to about: 23 October 2009

a r s

Transiting Sun Square your Natal Moon
Try to keep your temper today despite the fact that emotional upheavals may cause considerable
disruption. Today, troublesome emotions will come into direct confrontation with the more logical
and reasoning side of your character. Therefore, any problems, which have been simmering
beneath the surface, could now violently erupt in a sea of frustrated aggression.
From about: 18 April 2009 to about: 20 April 2009
From about: 22 October 2009 to about: 23 October 2009

a r h

Transiting Sun Square your Natal Jupiter
Striving for perfection and considering yourself invincible and indestructible, today you are likely
submerge yourself under harsh and unrealistic expectations. Do not try to accomplish too much
too quickly and do not promise more than you can deliver. Financial extravagance and blind
optimism may also deplete cash flow.
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From about: 20 April 2009 to about: 1 July 2009

d in 11th House

Mercury is Transiting your Natal Eleventh House
Your focus will be on friendships, acquaintances and groups, as well as your goals in life. In either
business or personal matters, friends will inspire you with their energy, help and support. You
could also encounter individuals who will help you acquire the skills you need to pursue your
ambitions. This is also an excellent time for teachers or anyone involved with communication and
media, as you will be able to get ideas across to as wide an audience as possible.
From about: 20 April 2009 to about: 21 April 2009

d w K

Transiting Mercury Opposite your Natal Uranus
Increased frenetic activity and too much pressure could overload the system and lead to raw and
frazzled nerves. Unexpected news concerning brothers, sisters or local residents may disrupt
daily routine. Take particular care when you travel. Do not rely too heavily on others, no matter
what they promise they are likely to let you down.
From about: 20 April 2009 to about: 22 April 2009

g y s

Transiting Mars Sextile your Natal Moon
Your emotions will be a power-house during this time. You will not be satisfied just to think. You
will now want to feel as well. Personal relationships and new love affairs will be intense, sensual
and passionate, making romantic fantasies and dreams come true. Much activity will focus on the
home, you could decide to redecorate.
From about: 21 April 2009 to about: 23 April 2009

g e h

Transiting Mars Trine your Natal Jupiter
During this time you will put others before yourself and will be seen as self-confident,
sympathetic, generous and optimistic. Past grudges should now be forgiven, forgotten and well
and truly buried. This would be an excellent time to start anything new. Business and financial
deals should be particularly profitable.
From about: 23 April 2009 to about: 25 April 2009

g q d

Transiting Mars Conjunct your Natal Mercury
Verbal aggression could cause some problems during these few days. Feeling somewhat tetchy,
fools will not be suffered gladly, and anyone who provokes you or who doesn't meet your high
standards is likely to be subjected to cutting and sarcastic criticism. Be careful of hazardous or
dangerous situations, as you could now be accident prone.
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From
From
From
From
From
From

about:
about:
about:
about:
about:
about:

d y _

24 April 2009 to about: 25 April 2009
21 May 2009 to about: 24 May 2009
5 June 2009 to about: 8 June 2009
20 August 2009 to about: 21 August 2009
21 September 2009 to about: 23 September 2009
4 October 2009 to about: 6 October 2009

Transiting Mercury Sextile your Ascendant
Feeling more active and alert than usual, you will now make more of an effort to see and meet
other people. Communications of all kinds are well highlighted. Therefore this is the right time to
make important telephone calls or to write important letters. It is also a time of compromise and
agreement; therefore long standing disputes could now be satisfactorily resolved. Travel is likely,
especially over short distances
From
From
From
From

about:
about:
about:
about:

d y f

24 April 2009 to about: 26 April 2009
19 May 2009 to about: 22 May 2009
7 June 2009 to about: 10 June 2009
6 February 2010 to about: 7 February 2010

Transiting Mercury Sextile your Natal Venus
Feeling sociable and easy going, why not take this opportunity for a pleasant, lazy get-together
with close friends, lovers or family. As feelings of love should be easily expressed, problems could
now be talked through and resolved. Business and career matters should also proceed smoothly.
From about: 25 April 2009 to about: 10 September 2009
From about: 15 February 2010 to about: 23 March 2010

K q f

Beginning of a new 'cycle of changing values'
Transiting Uranus Conjunct your Natal Venus
This is a time to expect the unexpected, especially in your love life. Stale and dull relationships
will need to be injected with a new sense of romance and adventure in order to survive. They will
either be given a boost or the boot.

New impulsive love affairs started now could be beguiling, exciting and passionate but rather
short-lived. You will be willing to take more risks than usual in all areas of your life, but you will
be especially adventurous in your love life. The temptation to succumb to secret amorous liaisons
could be extremely hard to resist
Also, suddenly feeling a need for greater independence and freedom, you may try to break any
stifling emotional chains that you feel have held you back.

New beneficial friendships and business contacts could also be formed, their influence leading you
along a completely different path. You may now be presented with golden opportunities, which
definitely should not be ignored, as chances like this only come once in your life. Be aware of
what is happening around you so these opportunities are not missed.
There could also be sudden changes in your cash flow situation, with either sudden gains or
losses. Unexpected gifts or presents may also brighten this period.
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From about: 26 April 2009 to about: 28 April 2009
From about: 28 December 2009 to about: 29 December 2009

a e j

Transiting Sun Trine your Natal Saturn
Whatever you do today will seem to proceed without difficulty and turn to your advantage. This
would be an excellent time to start a new course of study or retraining scheme. With energy
levels running high, health, vitality and physical strength should improve. A romance or past
friendship may suddenly be revived.
From
From
From
From
From
From

about:
about:
about:
about:
about:
about:

d e s

28 April 2009 to about: 1 May 2009
13 May 2009 to about: 16 May 2009
12 June 2009 to about: 13 June 2009
24 August 2009 to about: 25 August 2009
17 September 2009 to about: 19 September 2009
8 October 2009 to about: 9 October 2009

Transiting Mercury Trine your Natal Moon
More in tune with your own feelings you will now be less wary than usual of sharing these
innermost emotions and thoughts with close friends, family and lovers. Women, in particular,
could lend a sympathetic ear. But this same compassion and genuine interest in loved ones will
make you a sympathetic listener as well, and therefore friends could come to you for a shoulder
to cry on.
From
From
From
From
From
From

about:
about:
about:
about:
about:
about:

d y h

29 April 2009 to about: 2 May 2009
11 May 2009 to about: 15 May 2009
13 June 2009 to about: 14 June 2009
24 August 2009 to about: 26 August 2009
17 September 2009 to about: 18 September 2009
9 October 2009 to about: 10 October 2009

Transiting Mercury Sextile your Natal Jupiter
Good news should now lift your spirits. Take advantage of any unusual or unexpected
opportunities that come your way, especially if they involve travel. Cash flow should improve and
contracts and business negotiations should be negotiated without the usual delays. Use this time
to plan for the future, as no minor detail will escape your notice.
From about: 2 May 2009 to about: 11 May 2009
From about: 15 June 2009 to about: 16 June 2009
From about: 11 February 2010 to about: 11 February 2010

d y d

Transiting Mercury Sextile your Natal Mercury
Despite feeling restless, if you can discipline yourself during the next few busy days, then much
useful and practical work could be accomplished. Communications are highlighted, therefore use
this time to present your point of view. Any negotiations or new studies commenced now should
work out well. Short distance travel is also likely.
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From about: 4 May 2009 to about: 6 May 2009

g q g

Transiting Mars Conjunct your Natal Mars
Tremendous energy will have to find a suitable outlet, otherwise it could turn into temper
tantrums and deliberate arguments. Hard physical work would certainly help let off steam and
diffuse some of this frenetic excessive nervous energy. You will want to do everything your way
during this time. Interference from others will not be tolerated.
From about: 7 May 2009 to about: 10 May 2009

g q +

Transiting Mars Conjunct your Natal Midheaven
Confidence will be your keyword during this time. However, this confidence and bravado may
border on the line of arrogance and dictatorial way of behaving. Be careful not to ride rough-shod
over others in order to get your own way. Conflicts at work could be caused by colleagues trying
to steal your limelight. As interference will not easily be tolerated either, taking orders and
instructions could also prove difficult.
From about: 9 May 2009 to about: 15 June 2009

a in 11th House

Sun is Transiting your Natal Eleventh House
Your focus is now on friendships, group associations and intellectual pleasures. You will now
surround yourself with friends and acquaintances, possibly joining new groups or clubs. If
needed, friends will now offer help and support. Do not try to go it alone, you will now work and
play better in a team effort. However, suppress the desire to always be the leader of the team, as
you may not necessarily be the right person for the job.
From about: 9 May 2009 to about: 10 May 2009

a w K

Transiting Sun opposite your Natal Uranus
Relationships could be disrupted today as either person may be demanding too much control or
alternatively going to the other extreme and not pulling their weight. If changes are to be
introduced, then they must be done by mutual agreement. If agreement cannot be reached, then
one of you will probably make a sudden break for freedom.
From about: 9 May 2009 to about: 26 June 2009

g in 10th House

Mars is Transiting your Natal Tenth House
A great deal of energy will now be directed into your career and the achievement of ambitions.
You will now be able to work extremely hard until a job is done. Taking the initiative, you will
direct your energies in a self-assertive and aggressive way. However, this determined drive to
get ahead could alienate and threaten colleagues and possibly even those in authority.
Disagreements with your father figures are also likely. However, if you manage to get others on
your side, then this could be an extremely productive and successful time. But do beware the
tendency of identifying your ego with status and position.
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From about: 12 May 2009 to about: 14 May 2009
From about: 14 March 2010 to about: 15 March 2010

f q g

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Venus Conjunct Natal Mars
Fiery passion and a strong attraction to lovers or potential lovers will be strongly expressed
through sex. Even without sex, you will feel more full of life and vivacious than usual, wanting to
be with other people, rather than on your own. Make the best of lucrative financial opportunities.
From about: 14 May 2009 to about: 16 May 2009
From about: 16 September 2009 to about: 18 September 2009

a y _

Transiting Sun Sextile your Ascendant
Whether at work or at play, today you should surround yourself with loving family, friends and
colleagues. In fact, working within a team environment today could prove extremely beneficial,
with friends and acquaintances helping you to achieve personal goals and ambitions and possibly
even public recognition
From about: 14 May 2009 to about: 16 May 2009

g w ;

'Hot and heavy!'
Transiting Mars Opposite your Natal Pluto
During this time you must find a satisfying outlet for frenetic, intense and extremely high energy
levels. Beware power struggles, both in your personal and professional life. Challenges to your
authority and ego will not be dismissed lightly. You will want to dominate, to be in control.
Confrontations could particularly concern finances, legal or tax matters.
From about: 15 May 2009 to about: 17 May 2009
From about: 15 January 2010 to about: 16 January 2010

a y f

Transiting Sun Sextile your Natal Venus
Feeling confident, optimistic and outgoing, this should be an excellent day for being with friends
and loved ones. Business negotiations should also go well, with meetings or job interviews
proving equally lucrative. A good impression should be made on everyone you meet, especially
those in authority.
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From about: 15 May 2009 to about: 12 August 2009
From about: 10 October 2009 to about: 20 December 2009

; r d

Transiting Pluto Square your Natal Mercury
You may find yourself questioning the values and viewpoints, which so far, have sustained you
through life. You will be taking life more seriously, and thinking about things in a much deeper
and more significant way.
But do try to avoid trying to persuade others to your way of thinking. If you are too forceful in
this persuasion, this will undoubtedly cause conflicts. Friends, colleagues and family may
understand your points of view, but not necessarily agree with them.

Someone may burden you with a secret, which you will find very difficult to keep .or you may
find that you are prying into affairs which do not concern you unearthing information which could
either prove upsetting or detrimental to you. This, in itself, may lead to conflict.
Your thoughts will be influenced by powerful emotions and feelings perhaps even re-awakening
painful memories from the past. But this is a time to learn from past experiences, consider them
a necessary and valuable lesson, and then look to the future.
Problems may arise concerning joint finances or business ventures, so this would not be a good
period to negotiate financial deals, or sign contracts.
Also, take special care if you are about to travel this week. Being accident prone, you must be
aware of everything that is happening around you. Do not place yourself in danger.
From about: 16 May 2009 to about: 18 May 2009
From about: 17 March 2010 to about: 18 March 2010

f q +

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Venus Conjunct your Midheaven
This will be a wonderful time to tell someone you love them with a marriage or long term
commitment on the cards. If single, romantic new love could deliriously intoxicate all your
senses, leaving you somewhat dreamy and light-headed. Surround yourself with friends, if
possible do not spend this potentially satisfying and loving time on your own.
From about: 17 May 2009 to about: 19 May 2009
From about: 12 December 2009 to about: 27 December 2009

g e l

Transiting Mars Trine your Natal Neptune
This is a time to help others. Increased psychic sensitivity should now give you a deeper
instinctive understanding of the needs, emotions and wants of others. Your outgoing and happy
nature will be contagious, and should draw friends and loved ones to you. This is also a time
when you will try to make dreams come true.
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From about: 18 May 2009 to about: 24 June 2009
From about: 18 March 2010 to about: 31 March 2010

f in 10th House

Venus is Transiting your Natal Tenth House
Work, ambition and reputation, career matters and professional relationships should now run
more smoothly. You will avoid power struggles and will prefer to work in areas which will allow
you to express your artistic abilities. Whatever you want to achieve with your life at the moment
will have to be done with grace and style. Romantic attachments may be formed as a direct
result of your career activities, possibly with someone older, or you may become involved with
someone who can help and support you in your career goals.
From about: 19 May 2009 to about: 20 May 2009
From about: 21 September 2009 to about: 22 September 2009

a e s

Transiting Sun Trine your Natal Moon
Intellect and emotions should be well balanced today, and therefore an inner sense of peace
should be restored as you come to terms with hidden inner needs and feelings. As you come to
know yourself and loved ones better, serenity and compromise will dispel misunderstandings and
tensions. Friendships and love affairs started today will have a significant effect for many years to
come.
From about: 19 May 2009 to about: 21 May 2009
From about: 21 September 2009 to about: 23 September 2009

a y h

Transiting Sun Sextile your Natal Jupiter
This is a day when life's lessons can be more easily absorbed and much could be accomplished
with seemingly very little effort. Relationships with family, local residents and close friends should
also improve. The possibility of travel is likely. If unable to travel, then expect some contact from
distant friends, family or business colleagues. An element of luck may also be working for you.
From about: 21 May 2009 to about: 23 May 2009
From about: 21 January 2010 to about: 22 January 2010

a y d

Transiting Sun Sextile your Natal Mercury
During the next few busy days, your active and curious mind will ensure that you do not miss a
trick nothing will escape your attention. All negotiations should proceed smoothly and do expect
an increase in telephone calls, letters or any other kind of communication. Travel is also likely.
From about: 22 May 2009 to about: 24 May 2009
From about: 20 March 2010 to about: 21 March 2010

f w ;

Transiting Venus Opposite your Natal Pluto
The temptation to succumb to a secret love affair may prove irresistible. In any case, powerful
intense emotions could lead to confrontations with lovers, with jealousy causing uncontrollable
anger. Problems may arise over finances, either business or personal.
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From about: 23 May 2009 to about: 26 May 2009

g r _

'Hot!'
Transiting Mars Square your Natal Ascendant
There is likely to be a strong difference of opinion between yourself and a loved one during this
time or it may involve someone you share accommodation with. No matter how difficult it seems,
try to find some middle ground so that at least you can talk your problems through.
From about: 25 May 2009 to about: 27 May 2009
From about: 11 September 2009 to about: 12 September 2009
From about: 23 March 2010 to about: 24 March 2010

f e l

Transiting Venus Trine your Natal Neptune
Any new love affair or romance started during this period will seem like a match made in heaven
almost as if, as well as a wonderful physical union, there will also be tremendous spiritual union
between the both of you. Present relationships should also become closer and more emotionally
stable and secure. This is not so much a time to make dreams come true, but to create dreams
which could come true in the future.
From about: 27 May 2009 to about: 29 May 2009
From about: 28 November 2009 to about: 30 November 2009

a r j

Transiting Sun Square your Natal Saturn
Although your confidence may be easily shattered today, try not to wallow in pity and self doubt
and do not go out of your way looking for trouble or worrying about situations that have not even
happened yet! Avoid business or property related decisions. You may also have problems with
parents or older people in authority.
From about: 29 May 2009 to about: 31 May 2009

g q a

Transiting Mars Conjunct your Natal Sun
Armed with a true fighting spirit and boundless energetic enthusiasm, there is little you will not
be able to achieve during this time. But if anyone should try to stand in your way, then they are
likely to be trampled underfoot. Argument and conflicts may be hard to avoid. However, a
solution could be to expend excessive aggression through hard physical work. Beware being
accident prone during this time.
From about: 29 May 2009 to about: 31 May 2009

g r s

'Hot!'
Transiting Mars Square your Natal Moon
Moodiness, irritability and bad temper could cause arguments during this time. You may find
yourself losing your temper with a loved one for no reason at all, and they could be quite hurt
and confused by your way of behaving. Hidden tensions are now likely to surface. As you may
also be somewhat accident prone, don't put yourself into dangerous situations.
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From about: 30 May 2009 to about: 31 May 2009
From about: 28 January 2010 to about: 30 January 2010

a y g

Transiting Sun Sextile your Natal Mars
Concentrate high energy levels on work and career matters, as today you could be presented
with unusual and potentially lucrative opportunities. Promotions and salary increases are likely.
You will now be prepared to put heart, body and soul into all that you do and this tremendous
effort will not go unnoticed. Today, feelings of confidence and self-worth should soar.
From about: 30 May 2009 to about: 1 June 2009
From about: 3 November 2009 to about: 4 November 2009
From about: 26 March 2010 to about: 27 March 2010

f r _

Transiting Venus Square your Ascendant
Make a special effort when putting your point across, especially in personal and love relationships
or you are likely to be misunderstood. Also, beware squandering money on unnecessary items,
which may seem luxurious now but will be completely useless in a few short weeks time.
From about: 30 May 2009 to about: 1 June 2009

g r h

'Hot!'
Transiting Mars Square your Natal Jupiter
During this time you really will not take no for an answer. Being self-assertive is one thing, but
your over-confidence could seem rather arrogant and opinionated to others. Lacking both tact
and moderation, you could now really put your foot in it. Beware extravagance in all financial and
business matters do not promise more than you can deliver.
From about: 2 June 2009 to about: 3 June 2009
From about: 31 January 2010 to about: 2 February 2010

a y +

Transiting Sun Sextile your Midheaven
Sensing inevitable changes in your life, this is a time for restructuring and planning ahead for the
future. You will demand personal freedom and independence and recognition for your
achievements. This is a good day to make future plans.
From about: 4 June 2009 to about: 6 June 2009
From about: 30 March 2010 to about: 31 March 2010

f q a

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Venus is Conjunct your Natal Sun
This is a lovely period when you will be feeling very loving, affectionate and looking for fun. Do
not be surprised if small gifts or presents come your way. Health will be good, as long as you are
not too self indulgent. The magnetism of Venus will attract love and this could be a happy, funloving and sociable few days.
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From about: 4 June 2009 to about: 6 June 2009
From about: 6 November 2009 to about: 7 November 2009
From about: 30 March 2010 to about: 31 March 2010

f r s

Transiting Venus Square your Natal Moon
Because of extreme emotional sensitivity, even the slightest hurt or misunderstanding with loved
ones or friends will cut you to the quick and upset you deeply. You may feel alone and isolated.
Take care not to overreact by smothering other people with your affection, being overprotective
could equally alienate loved ones.
From about: 5 June 2009 to about: 6 June 2009
From about: 7 November 2009 to about: 8 November 2009
From about: 30 March 2010 to about: 31 March 2010

f r h

Transiting Venus Square your Natal Jupiter
Low energy levels could leave you feeling drained of all vitality during this time. Work and career
productivity could also suffer through failure to perform duties efficiently and competently.
Beware financial extravagance. Personal and love relationships could also find themselves in the
firing line. Perhaps this would be a good time to take a short break or holiday, but do not spend
too much.
From about: 7 June 2009 to about: 8 June 2009
From about: 5 February 2010 to about: 6 February 2010

a e ;

Transiting Sun Trine your Pluto
A strong sense of achievement and satisfaction could be felt as today you start to reap the
rewards of all your previous hard work, willpower and dedication. Promotions, pay rises and
increased responsibility could now be confirmed. Health should also improve.
From about: 9 June 2009 to about: 11 June 2009

g e j

Transiting Mars Trine your Natal Saturn
During these few days you are capable of much hard work, directing a great deal of energy and
drive towards achieving goals and ambitions. You will give everything your best shot and
interference will not be tolerated. You are on your way up, and that is exactly where you intend
to stay. Long standing problems and difficulties should finally be resolved. Competitors will be left
standing as you shoot ahead into the fast lane.
From about: 10 June 2009 to about: 11 June 2009

a w l

Transiting Sun opposite your Natal Neptune
Choosing to live in the past rather than face the present duties and responsibilities may now be
neglected or even totally ignored. With communications so confused, misunderstandings are
likely to occur today. Health could also suffer, as your body will be acutely sensitive to chemicals,
drugs or alcohol.
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From about: 12 June 2009 to about: 14 June 2009
From about: 30 December 2009 to about: 31 December 2009

f e j

Transiting Venus Trine Natal Saturn
Now is the time to sort out problems in personal relationships. If you are unattached you could
now be drawn to a new relationship with the promise of a stable, secure and lasting love. One of
you is likely to be more mature than the other, either in age or experience. A connection with the
past could also stir old memories.
From about: 15 June 2009 to about: 17 July 2009

a in 12th House

Sun is Transiting your Natal Twelfth House
Your focus now will be on seclusion and spirituality. You may now withdraw from everyday
responsibilities and become more reflective, more introspective and more aware of a spiritual
dimension. Being extra sensitive to the atmospheres and feelings which surround you may also
manifest as some form of psychic ability. You would certainly benefit from meditation or
relaxation techniques that allow you to get in touch with the deeper levels of your mind. Feeling
more charitable and giving, you will now be more prepared to lend a hand to those in need. You
may also believe that it is time to let go of childish ways of behaving which are no longer
appropriate or relevant in your life. Acknowledge both your strengths and faults and be prepared
to grow.
From about: 15 June 2009 to about: 17 June 2009
From about: 16 December 2009 to about: 18 December 2009

a r f

Transiting Sun Square your Natal Venus
Lacking energy, today you will be less active than usual, feeling more inclined to lazing around
doing as little as you can. Postpone major decisions or tasks until your energy level increases and
your frame of mind is more positive. Personal relationships could also feel the strain, especially if
you have recently been choosing to ignore or neglect pressing problems.
From about: 19 June 2009 to about: 20 June 2009
From about: 16 February 2010 to about: 18 February 2010

a y a

Transiting Sun Sextile your Natal Sun
Today could either be approximately eight weeks before, or after your birthday. If eight weeks
before, then this is a time to recount and review this past year's achievements and then prepare
yourself for the next birthday year ahead. Eight weeks after your birthday you will again have the
chance to reassess and if necessary readjust certain decisions, goals and ambitions to ensure
that you are moving in the right direction.
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From about: 19 June 2009 to about: 20 June 2009
From about: 20 November 2009 to about: 20 November 2009

d r j

Transiting Mercury Square your Natal Saturn
As you may have trouble in getting your message across for the next few days, much of what
you do and say may be misunderstood. Your reaction may instinctively be one of frustration and
anger, but ask yourself have you become too set in your ways? Are you truly considering the
thoughts and feelings of others? At work, you may be burdened with additional responsibilities.
From about: 21 June 2009 to about: 22 June 2009
From about: 16 February 2010 to about: 17 February 2010

d y g

Transiting Mercury Sextile your Natal Mars
Prepare yourself for plenty of communication during the next few days, unexpected letters,
telephone calls, and visits could all disrupt your daily routine. Confidence, efficiency together with
excellent communication skills should ensure that all business and property negotiations work to
your advantage. During the next few days you could talk yourself right into profit.
From about: 22 June 2009 to about: 23 June 2009
From about: 22 December 2009 to about: 24 December 2009

a r d

Transiting Sun Square your Natal Mercury
Today you should be busier and more active than usual. Nevertheless, in your haste to
accomplish as much as you can, you may accidentally tread on a few wrong toes along the way
and alienate friends, lovers but especially business colleagues. If you have to make a point, then
state it but allow others to have their own say as well.
From about: 23 June 2009 to about: 24 June 2009
From about: 18 February 2010 to about: 19 February 2010

d y +

Transiting Mercury Sextile your Midheaven
If you have been dragging your heels over writing important letters, or making important
telephone calls then do not delay any longer. Make plans for the future whilst your powers of
communication and intuition are so sharp, clear and accurate. Business negotiations should also
proceed smoothly.
From about: 24 June 2009 to about: 26 July 2009

f in 11th House

Venus is Transiting your Natal Eleventh House
Meeting with friends, acquaintances and groups should be more enjoyable and comfortable than
usual. You now should now have a sense of ease and charm in any social situation. Many new
friendships and relationships could now be formed as the result of being part of a group or
association through which you can share your mutual interests.
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From about: 24 June 2009 to about: 26 June 2009

f w K

Transiting Venus Opposite your Natal Uranus
Unexpected events in your love life may cause disruption, you may suddenly become involved in
a whirlwind love affair, which could be extremely exciting, passionate but somewhat short lived!
Emotions will be both unpredictable and unstable. New friendships may be made, but at the
expense of more long standing associations.
From about: 26 June 2009 to about: 27 June 2009
From about: 21 February 2010 to about: 22 February 2010

d e ;

Transiting Mercury Trine your Pluto
As your mind will be so intuitively sharp, and capable of tremendously deep intellectual and
spiritual understanding over the next day or so, this would be an excellent time to involve
yourself in any form of research or investigation possibly involving metaphysical or religious
subjects. Not content with superficial answers to questions, you will now delve deeply in order to
unearth and understand the truth.
From about: 26 June 2009 to about: 16 August 2009

g in 11th House

Mars is Transiting your Natal Eleventh House
You are directed towards friendships, activity within groups, clubs and associations. You will have
a natural ability to rouse your friends into action, maybe too much, as there is also the possibility
of disagreements with one or all of the above. Nevertheless, it is a good time for team sports and
for working in a team effort to advance a cause. Also use this time to plan for your future and
pursue your dreams. Work today for tomorrow's rewards.
From about: 26 June 2009 to about: 28 June 2009

g w K

'Hot!'
Transiting Mars Opposite your Natal Uranus
An incredible restless dynamic energy will make you crave for personal freedom and
independence during this time. Restrictions in your life simply will not be tolerated and you will
rebel against anyone trying to hold you back. People with some kind of authority over you are
now likely to bear the brunt of your anger. You are now prepared to do battle.
From about: 27 June 2009 to about: 29 June 2009
From about: 29 October 2009 to about: 31 October 2009

a y j

Transiting Sun Sextile your Natal Saturn
Financial, legal and career matters should prove successful and lucrative today. Unwilling to take
risks, all strategies will be well planned. Promotion or business expansion is likely. Help and
support may come from established and respectable sources, possibly from older colleagues or
parents.
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From about: 28 June 2009 to about: 28 June 2009

d w l

Transiting Mercury Opposite your Natal Neptune
As you may now have difficulty in differentiating between fact and fiction, confused
communications could cause considerable misunderstandings over the next few days. If you are
unable to postpone making important decisions then listen carefully to what is being said, and
then state your case as clearly as possible in order to avoid further confusion.
From about: 29 June 2009 to about: 1 July 2009
From about: 10 October 2009 to about: 11 October 2009

f y _

Transiting Venus Sextile your Ascendant
This should be an untroubled and carefree time, so go out, party, and enjoy yourself. Feelings of
love, sympathy and warmth will be generously shared with close friends and loved ones and
maybe even with people you have only just met. A new love affair could progress into a more
stable and meaningful relationship
From about: 30 June 2009 to about: 2 July 2009
From about: 30 December 2009 to about: 31 December 2009

a r g

Transiting Sun Square your Natal Mars
Boundless energy and enthusiasm may be almost impossible to contain today. Feeling confident
and self assured, you will now take the initiative and create new personal and professional
opportunities. Success awaits you, but do beware an element of arrogance and self importance
and do not promise more than you can deliver.
From about: 30 June 2009 to about: 2 July 2009
From about: 14 January 2010 to about: 15 January 2010

f y f

Transiting Venus Sextile your Natal Venus
At this time it will be hard to hide feelings of love, warmth and tenderness. For those of you who
are single new love affairs started around now could blossom into stable and meaningful
relationships. Business and financial negotiations could prove extremely lucrative. You are likely
to spend on beautiful luxuries.
From about: 1 July 2009 to about: 16 July 2009

d in 12th House

Mercury is Transiting your Natal Twelfth House
Your focus will now turn towards spiritual, charitable or religious matters. Your ability to
communicate clearly may also be restricted or hampered in some way. Finding yourself
influenced by irrational thoughts rising up from the depths of your mind, you may feel slightly out
of control. What you need is peace and quiet. Meditation or relaxation would help ease any
oncoming panic attacks. In this way you can bring to the surface hidden memories so that they
can be examined, dealt with and then cleared away.
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From about: 1 July 2009 to about: 1 July 2009
From about: 2 December 2009 to about: 3 December 2009

d r f

Transiting Mercury Square your Natal Venus
Avoid anything which could upset you or disturb your routine or equilibrium during the next few
days. Unable to properly defend yourself, you may find it difficult to cope with any disputes or
strife. You may become the victim instead of the victor. Problems in both your love life and social
life are likely, so perhaps it is best to keep your head down and out of the firing line.
From about: 2 July 2009 to about: 3 July 2009
From about: 28 February 2010 to about: 1 March 2010

d y a

Transiting Mercury Sextile your Natal Sun
During the next few busy days, your active and curious mind will ensure that you do not miss a
trick, nothing will escape your attention. All negotiations should proceed smoothly and expect an
increase in telephone calls, letters, or any other kind of communication. Travel is also likely.
From about: 3 July 2009 to about: 5 July 2009
From about: 2 January 2010 to about: 3 January 2010

a r +

Transiting Sun Square your Midheaven
This should be a day of hard work and despite disruptive power struggles possibly even a day of
tremendous achievements. But you may be so preoccupied with your own pressures and
responsibilities that your own inconsiderate way of behaving could alienate lovers, family or
friends. Being too forceful will also undoubtedly cause conflict.
From about: 3 July 2009 to about: 5 July 2009
From about: 13 October 2009 to about: 14 October 2009

f e s

Transiting Venus Trine your Natal Moon
You should get on quite well with everyone around you during this time, but especially with
women. There will be a general love of life and a feeling of 'joie de vivre', which you will wish you
felt more often. Very little could put you in a bad mood, you will be too busy showering feelings
of love, warmth and affection on everyone around you!
From about: 3 July 2009 to about: 5 July 2009

g y _

Transiting Mars Sextile your Natal Ascendant
The ability to work hard coupled with determined ambition should produce excellent professional
and career achievements. Slower colleagues, however, could be a source of irritation. Home and
personal life should also benefit, as this would be a great time to catch up on DIY jobs, or
redecorate the home.
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From about: 4 July 2009 to about: 4 July 2009
From about: 6 December 2009 to about: 7 December 2009

d r d

Transiting Mercury Square your Natal Mercury
An unusual amount of communication through visits, meetings, letters and phones calls should
keep you very busy over the next few days. However, mental overload could lead to headaches
or raw and frazzled nerves. If your opinion is asked, then state it. If your opinion is challenged,
then defend it, but beware being too inflexible. If necessary, be prepared to compromise.
From about: 4 July 2009 to about: 5 July 2009
From about: 14 October 2009 to about: 15 October 2009

f y h

Transiting Venus Sextile Natal Jupiter
Feeling pleasantly lazy and lethargic, you will much prefer to sit back and enjoy the comforts of
life rather than rouse yourself to any action. Planetary transits also indicate much love, romance
and new friendships. One special individual may certainly have a powerful effect on your life. A
financial bonus or gift could come your way and travel is likely.
From about: 4 July 2009 to about: 7 July 2009

g y f

Transiting Mars Sextile your Natal Venus
Boosted by relentless drive and energy, you are now likely to be in a positive and fun loving
mood. Now is a great time for parties, and any type of social gathering - a time for attracting
new friends, and new lovers. Business and financial negotiations could prove extremely lucrative,
particularly if setting up new business deals.
From about: 6 July 2009 to about: 7 July 2009
From about: 1 November 2009 to about: 2 November 2009

d y j

Transiting Mercury Sextile your Natal Saturn
Your concentration and patience threshold will be much higher than usual. Therefore, if there is
any task that needs serious thought, study or concentration, then the next few days would be an
excellent time to tackle it. This will not be so much a time of chasing dreams but a time for
turning dreams into concrete reality!
From about: 6 July 2009 to about: 7 July 2009
From about: 19 January 2010 to about: 20 January 2010

f y d

Transiting Venus Sextile your Natal Mercury
Feeling sociable and easy-going, this would be a great day for a lazy get-together with good
friends, loved ones and family. You will talk about times gone by and dream together of the
future. Problems with lovers can be talked through, in clearing the air you can now look to the
future. Business deals should run smoothly.
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From about: 8 July 2009 to about: 10 July 2009
From about: 7 January 2010 to about: 8 January 2010

a r ;

Transiting Sun Square your Pluto
If you enjoy a challenge, then today could bring positive, lasting changes into your life. However,
if you generally tend to shy away from confrontations then today could leave you feeling bruised
and battle scarred. Sexual jealousy may further intensify emotions. Beware power struggles but
do find a satisfying outlet for frenetic and extremely high energy levels.
From
From
From
From

about:
about:
about:
about:

d r g

8 July 2009 to about: 8 July 2009
11 December 2009 to about: 12 December 2009
7 January 2010 to about: 8 January 2010
23 January 2010 to about: 25 January 2010

Transiting Mercury Square your Natal Mars
Although your own feelings could be hurt easily during the next few days, in retaliation you may
strike out verbally against anyone and everyone within shouting distance! You are likely to be
irritable, moody and bad tempered, so beware starting arguments just for the sake of it. You
could also be somewhat accident prone.
From
From
From
From

about:
about:
about:
about:

d r +

9 July 2009 to about: 9 July 2009
14 December 2009 to about: 15 December 2009
5 January 2010 to about: 6 January 2010
26 January 2010 to about: 28 January 2010

Transiting Mercury Square your Midheaven
Busy with professional and career matters, many telephone calls may be made or letters written.
Keep your mind occupied or boredom will set in all too quickly. Clear about your objectives, you
will now feel impelled to communicate these plans and ideas to others. However, others'
opposition to your plans could cause a certain amount of disagreement and tension.
From about: 9 July 2009 to about: 12 July 2009

g e s

Transiting Mars Trine your Natal Moon
Emotions and feelings which have been hidden away will now come out into the open but will be
expressed honestly, clearly and positively. Relations with women should be beneficial as mothers,
sisters, lovers or lady friends will give much-needed sympathy and understanding. There will be
much more activity around the home and that could mean catching up on long overdue DIY jobs.
From about: 10 July 2009 to about: 12 July 2009

g y h

Transiting Mars Sextile your Natal Jupiter
This should be a period of steady growth in all business, legal and financial matters winning the
trust and confidence of friends and colleagues. With energy levels, enthusiasm and self
confidence running high, there is very little that will get you down or stand in your way. Split
second decisions should be made accurately, and with excellent timing.
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From about: 11 July 2009 to about: 12 July 2009
From about: 9 March 2010 to about: 11 March 2010

a e K

Transiting Sun Trine your Natal Uranus
Instead of looking back to the past, you will now be eagerly anticipating the future. This is a time
in your life to take control and make any necessary changes. Whatever you choose to do, you will
now insist on asserting your authority and individuality and following your own path.
From
From
From
From

about:
about:
about:
about:

d r ;

11 July 2009 to about: 12 July 2009
18 December 2009 to about: 19 December 2009
1 January 2010 to about: 2 January 2010
31 January 2010 to about: 1 February 2010

Transiting Mercury Square your Pluto
Taking life more seriously, thoughts will be directed inwards. However, someone may burden you
with a secret, or you may find that you are prying into affairs, which do not really concern you.
Powerful emotions may reawaken painful past memories, but use this opportunity to learn from
past experiences. Problems may arise concerning joint finances. Also, take special care when you
travel.
From about: 11 July 2009 to about: 12 July 2009
From about: 7 December 2009 to about: 8 December 2009

f r j

Transiting Venus Square Natal Saturn
Tension, conflict, friction they are all words to describe the way you are now likely to be feeling
towards a lover or marriage partner. Problems, which have been bubbling away beneath the
surface, could now violently erupt and if the differences are irreconcilable, then the relationship
could come to an abrupt halt. However, strong and stable relationships could survive this
emotional warfare.
From about: 12 July 2009 to about: 13 July 2009
From about: 11 March 2010 to about: 12 March 2010

d e K

Transiting Mercury Trine your Natal Uranus
A lightning quick mind will awaken dormant thoughts, ideas and senses. Therefore solutions to
previously insurmountable problems could come in an instant. But you may become impatient
with mere mortals who will not be able to keep up with your lightning quick speed. Over the next
few days, you may either receive or surprise others with sudden, unexpected news.
From about: 13 July 2009 to about: 14 July 2009
From about: 25 January 2010 to about: 26 January 2010

f y g

Transiting Venus Sextile Natal Mars
Boosted by the relentless drive and energy of Mars, you are likely to be in a positive and funloving mood. This is a great time for parties and any type of social gathering, a time for
attracting new friends and new lovers. Business and financial negotiations could prove extremely
lucrative, particularly if setting up new and original deals.
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From about: 13 July 2009 to about: 15 July 2009

g y d

Transiting Mars Sextile your Natal Mercury
Expect plenty of communication during this period such as numerous letters, telephone calls and
personal visits. Business negotiations should prove extremely lucrative, as you will confidently
express your needs concisely, accurately and efficiently. Business travel is also likely.
From about: 15 July 2009 to about: 15 July 2009

d q _

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Mercury Conjunct your Ascendant
The pace of life and communications with others should be extremely busy over the next few
days, expect more letters, phone calls and visits than usual. Travel is also likely and all business
and financial negotiations should proceed smoothly and to your advantage.
From about: 15 July 2009 to about: 16 July 2009
From about: 12 November 2009 to about: 13 November 2009

d e f

Transiting Mercury Trine your Natal Venus
Communication with loved ones, be they family, lovers or friends, should be exceptionally good
during this next day or so. This would therefore be an excellent time to tell all loved ones just
how much you care. Business matters should also proceed smoothly. Now is the time to get the
ball rolling in all important business, property or career negotiations.
From about: 16 July 2009 to about: 18 July 2009

a q _

Transiting Sun Conjunct your Ascendant
Feeling positive and in control, renewed energy self confidence will provide the motivation to
work much harder than usual to attain goals and ambitions. Nevertheless, power games will be of
no interest to you. Today you will demand that people accept you at face value or not at all.
Health should also improve.
From about: 16 July 2009 to about: 26 July 2009

d in 1st House

Mercury is Transiting your Natal First House
You will now want to put across your point of view. However, what you say and do will revolve
more around yourself, rather than others. With mind and body so active, you will now be
something of a live wire, always changing, always on the go and endlessly curious about the
world around you. If you keep yourself mentally busy and keep excessive nervous energy under
control, a great deal could be achieved. Short trips or visits are likely.
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From about: 16 July 2009 to about: 17 July 2009
From about: 28 January 2010 to about: 29 January 2010

f y +

Transiting Venus Sextile your Midheaven
You are now ready to compromise, so if there have been problems within any personal
relationships, this is an excellent few days to talk grievances through and clear the air. You will
be more willing to give and more willing to listen. Surround yourself with friends, get out and
enjoy yourself.
From about: 17 July 2009 to about: 9 August 2009

a in 1st House

Sun is Transiting your Natal First House
You will now become more concerned with personal matters and will have a need to be noticed.
Vitality will be recharged for the next twelve months. You certainly will not want to go unnoticed
but will need to be in the forefront of things where you will be known as someone whose ideas
and opinions are worth considering. However, this need to push yourself forward could be
overdone, making you appear somewhat forceful or pushy. It might be best to work on your own
now, rather than in a team effort. You will now be extremely sensitive to other people's views of
you, so you may tend to over-compensate by expressing yourself too strongly and this could
cause friction within relationships. Postpone resolving problems with love affairs until this transit
passes.
From about: 17 July 2009 to about: 18 July 2009
From about: 17 November 2009 to about: 18 November 2009

a e f

Transiting Sun Trine your Natal Venus
Strong feelings of love and enjoyment of life should dominate thoughts and actions today. Not in
the mood for work, you will be seeking more pleasurable pursuits and distractions. This outgoing
and optimistic mood will be contagious enticing lovers, family and friends to share the day's love
and laughter.
From about: 17 July 2009 to about: 17 July 2009
From about: 9 February 2010 to about: 9 February 2010

d r a

Transiting Mercury Square your Natal Sun
During these next few days you should be busier than usual. Nevertheless in your haste to
accomplish as much as you can, you may inadvertently tread on a few wrong toes and alienate
colleagues, friends or family. If you have to make a point, then state it and then allow others to
make their own decisions.
From about: 17 July 2009 to about: 17 July 2009

d w s

Transiting Mercury Opposite your Natal Moon
Intense emotions and feelings will cloud the way you act over the next day or so, therefore this
will be a time when the heart will rule the head. Words may be spoken in the heat of the
moment, which would have better been left unsaid. Alternatively, whatever you say may be
misunderstood.
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From about: 17 July 2009 to about: 17 July 2009

d q h

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Mercury Conjunct your Natal Jupiter
Because of increased perception and understanding, now is the time to plan for the future.
Feeling an insatiable desire to study and expand your horizons, everyday will bring new
knowledge and valuable lessons learned. You may decide to retrain into a completely different
career, with travel being another strong possibility. Either way, take advantage of any
unexpected financial opportunities.
From about: 18 July 2009 to about: 18 July 2009
From about: 16 November 2009 to about: 17 November 2009

d e d

Transiting Mercury Trine your Natal Mercury
Mental activities rule this period of time for you. Your words and actions will be clear, and
understood by everybody. Make plans, get out and learn about new subjects; even make trips,
either long or short distances. Business is highlighted, and communication is clear. If you can
force yourself to take things a little easier now, you are certain to get more done. You will have
to do a lot of rushing around from one appointment to another, making it difficult for others to
know where you are at any one time of the day. Your family routine is certain to be interrupted
now.
From about: 20 July 2009 to about: 22 July 2009
From about: 18 January 2010 to about: 19 January 2010

a r a

Transiting Sun Square your Natal Sun
Today is either approximately three months before or three months after your birthday. Either
way, you have now reached a cross-roads, a professional or personal watershed. You will now
need to decide which path to follow next. However, disruptions are likely, especially if your
thoughts and actions are constantly challenged. Try to keep your temper despite the fact that
plans may change time and time again.
From about: 20 July 2009 to about: 22 July 2009

a w s

Transiting Sun opposite your Natal Moon
Tensions between personal and professional responsibilities may cause emotional rifts today. You
have either been neglecting loved ones or someone has neglected you for their work. Either way,
the day could be tense as whatever you say or do could be misunderstood.
From about: 20 July 2009 to about: 21 July 2009
From about: 31 January 2010 to about: 1 February 2010

f e ;

Transiting Venus Trine your Natal Pluto
Intense emotions will ensure an active and lively love life. Winds of changes are now blowing
away emotional cobwebs and reviving forgotten feelings of romance. Accept any invitations that
come your way as they could lead to a passionate, enduring encounter. Creativity at work should
also be enhanced.
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From about: 21 July 2009 to about: 23 July 2009

a q h

Transiting Sun Conjunct your Natal Jupiter
Today you should be feeling more outgoing, optimistic and energetic than usual. Armed with
more energy and enthusiasm, you should be ready to tackle any obstacle head-on! In wanting to
live life to the full, you will not be prepared to settle for second best. But despite all this optimism
there could be one major pitfall and that is over exertion. Do not try to achieve too much too
quickly.
From about: 21 July 2009 to about: 23 July 2009

g r j

'Hot and cold!'
Transiting Mars Square your Natal Saturn
Your fiery temper will be at its fiercest now. Unrelenting anger will be bubbling away inside you
and heaven help the innocent bystander when this anger is vented. This could be the culmination
of months of frustration. Ego clashes are likely. Accidents and injury are likely so take care.
From about: 22 July 2009 to about: 22 July 2009
From about: 21 November 2009 to about: 22 November 2009

d e g

Transiting Mercury Trine your Natal Mars
Mental activities rule your life at this moment. Your words will come out as intended now. Your
affairs will be quickly dealt with. Think positively, because you have the energy to tackle all sorts
of hard mental work. Now is a good time to ask for a raise, speak in public, and to come out with
your own opinions. You will have more confidence in your own ideas, and the ability to state
them clearly. You will also have more energy than you usually have, so enjoy this time, by doing
something positive with your life now.
From about: 22 July 2009 to about: 23 July 2009

f w l

Transiting Venus Opposite your Natal Neptune
Lost in a world of romantic fantasy, you may now think a lot your lover and put them on too high
a pedestal. Avoid dubious business and get rich quick schemes, although at times they can be
beneficial, they certainly will not work to your advantage at the moment. Too much food and
drink could drain vitality.
From about: 23 July 2009 to about: 25 July 2009
From about: 23 November 2009 to about: 24 November 2009

a e d

Transiting Sun Trine your Natal Mercury
Knowing exactly what you want from life, this would be an excellent day to plan for the future.
Your thought processes should be clear and concise. Discussions and communications via phone
calls, letters or meetings could also take up much of your time today, especially if they involve
business and career matters.
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From about: 23 July 2009 to about: 24 July 2009
From about: 23 November 2009 to about: 24 November 2009

d e +

Transiting Mercury Trine your Midheaven
Due to your clarity of thought and precision, this would be an excellent few days to lose yourself
in work, which requires deep concentration and attention to detail. Personal and business
meetings, negotiations, communications and travel are often associated with this positive period.
From about: 24 July 2009 to about: 27 July 2009

g y g

Transiting Mars Sextile your Natal Mars
Extremely high energy levels should enable you to tackle demanding physical work or sporting
activities. Health should improve. As self confidence is also running high, business negotiations
could also prove extremely lucrative. Travel is likely. This is a time for energetic action, not
inaction.
From about: 26 July 2009 to about: 11 August 2009

d in 2nd House

Mercury is Transiting your Natal Second House
Your thoughts will now be heavily influenced by finances and the acquisition of material security.
You will be quite good at managing your own financial resources, keeping careful account of your
own income and expenditure. Plan carefully as the better ordered you are, the better the financial
benefits. However, you may also tend to worry too much about these matters and therefore
financial problems could cause difficulty with your nerves. Short trips are also likely.
From about: 26 July 2009 to about: 26 July 2009
From about: 26 November 2009 to about: 27 November 2009

d y ;

Transiting Mercury Sextile your Pluto
Looking for a deeper meaning to your life, you will now rely more on intuition rather than logic.
This would also be an excellent time to become involved in any kind of investigation or research.
Not content with superficial answers, you will delve deeply in search of the truth.
From about: 26 July 2009 to about: 22 August 2009

f in 12th House

Sun is Transiting your Natal Twelfth House
You will now feel more compassion and sympathy with others, especially those less fortunate.
This would therefore be a good time to become involved in charitable work, or simply helping
someone in need. This would also be a good time to deal with unresolved hidden problems within
your relationships. It is time to bring them to the surface.
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From about: 26 July 2009 to about: 13 August 2009

j y K

Transiting Saturn Sextile your Natal Uranus
Feeling optimistic, you will now be looking to the future and you will be more prepared than ever
before to explore uncharted territory. Combining previous experience with present ability this will
be an excellent time to apply original ideas in a practical way. Creative ideas could now be turned
into concrete reality.
New friendships could be formed, possibly with older and more mature individuals. You will rely
on these loyal, dependable friends for their truthfulness and excellent advice. You will also now
be more willing than usual to working a team effort, rather than go it alone.

Think back several years and you will see that the dreams of a few years ago are now becoming
reality. Although upsetting changes made at the time seemed hopeless you will now understand
that they happened for a reason. A certain amount of disruption in your life should now create
more changes but this time try to go with the flow, do not fight the inevitable.
From about: 27 July 2009 to about: 28 July 2009
From about: 22 February 2010 to about: 23 February 2010

d r K

Transiting Mercury Square your Natal Uranus
Take care not to jump to unfair conclusions over the next few days. Important personal and
business decisions should be postponed until your way of behaving is less impulsive and more
practical. This is not a time to make changes in your life. In fact, you should keep your head
down and out of the firing line! Overloading the system could result in frazzled nerves.
From about: 27 July 2009 to about: 28 July 2009
From about: 21 December 2009 to about: 22 December 2009

f r f

Transiting Venus Square your Natal Venus
Beware financial extravagance over the next few days. Personal and love relationships may also
find themselves in the firing line, you could become the victim of a misunderstanding, or
someone you love and trust could now be trying to take advantage in some way. Energy levels
are likely to be low therefore very little will be achieved during this time.
From about: 29 July 2009 to about: 31 July 2009

g y +

Transiting Mars Sextile your Natal Midheaven
The ability to work hard coupled with determined ambition should produce excellent professional
and career achievements. Slower colleagues, however, could be a source of irritation. Home and
personal life should also benefit, as this would be a great time to catch up on DIY jobs, or
redecorate the home.
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From about: 30 July 2009 to about: 31 July 2009
From about: 10 February 2010 to about: 11 February 2010

f y a

Transiting Venus Sextile your Natal Sun
Feeling confident, optimistic and outgoing, this should be an excellent time for being with friends
and loved ones. Business negotiations should go well as should meetings or job interviews on a
one-to-one basis. A good impression will be made.
From about: 31 July 2009 to about: 17 August 2009

j r l

Transiting Saturn Square your Natal Neptune
Unexpected disruptions to your life and ambitions may cause you to question the validity of your
recent actions. There could be times during this period when you feel that you are fighting a
frustrating, losing battle suddenly everyone seems opposed to your plans and ideas challenging
and resisting those same plans they supported not so long ago.
You may not even understand why you are feeling so irritated and resentful but for some of you
it is the culmination of months of frustration and you can now no longer sit back and ignore the
unacceptable situation around you.

This is a time when you will have to restore a sense of balance to your life especially the balance
between emotional and personal relationships and work. If you have been neglecting your home
life, lovers or friends and sacrificing personal relationships for the sake of your work and career
you will have to ask yourself why and it is worth the sacrifice?

If the answer is that you feel that your personal relationships are holding you back and
interfering with your ambitions, then this could be the time to make a break give yourself some
breathing space to concentrate on your career and then find a partner who will offer the strength,
help and support you need to forge ahead with making your dreams come true.
From about: 1 August 2009 to about: 2 August 2009
From about: 30 November 2009 to about: 2 December 2009

a e g

Transiting Sun Trine your Natal Mars
This could be an extremely constructive day a day of relentless energy, which drives you towards
the accomplishment of personal goals and ambitions. Leadership qualities will be evident with
your air of authority urging others to follow your lead. Business, career and financial matters
should all be highlighted today.
From about: 1 August 2009 to about: 2 August 2009
From about: 4 December 2009 to about: 5 December 2009

d e a

Transiting Mercury Trine your Natal Sun
Your thought processes should be much more clear and concise over the next few days. Knowing
exactly what you want, this would therefore be an excellent time to plan for the future.
Discussions and communications via phone calls and letters could take up much of your time
especially if they involve business and career matters.
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From about: 1 August 2009 to about: 3 August 2009
From about: 26 December 2009 to about: 27 December 2009

f r d

Transiting Venus Square your Natal Mercury
Avoid anything which could upset you or disturb your equilibrium during this time, as you may
find it difficult to cope with any disputes or strife. Unable to properly defend yourself, you could
become the victim instead of the victor. Problems in both your love life and social life are likely,
so perhaps it is best to keep your head down and out of the firing line.
From about: 4 August 2009 to about: 5 August 2009
From about: 3 December 2009 to about: 5 December 2009

a e +

Transiting Sun Trine your Midheaven
Feeling self assured and determined, the image you will project today is that of a confident
individual who knows what they want from life. This would therefore be an excellent day for
meetings or interviews. This is a day to gain the respect of others and you could be rewarded
with increased authority, responsibility or business expansion.
From about: 5 August 2009 to about: 7 August 2009

g e ;

Transiting Mars Trine your Natal Pluto
You are now likely to be much more independent, confident and self reliant, with ambition and a
sense of enterprise further enabling you to take bold steps forward. Logic and intuition will be
well balanced, creating a greater self-understanding of your own motives and goals in life. You
will now be capable of tremendous achievements.
From about: 6 August 2009 to about: 7 August 2009
From about: 13 November 2009 to about: 14 November 2009

f y j

Transiting Venus Sextile Natal Saturn
Being ready to move onto the next stage, you will be reaching a new level of understanding in all
types of personal and emotional relationships. Not content with merely existing together, your
individual needs, wants and expectations from each other will be discussed. Creativity and
business transactions should go well.
From about: 7 August 2009 to about: 7 August 2009

d q j

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Mercury Conjunct your Natal Saturn
Perfection is near impossible to achieve, so do not expect too much from yourself or loved ones
during these next few days. Do not take yourself too seriously. Thoughts may drift back in time,
to past events and relationships. This could also a time of farewells, not all of them pleasant.
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From about: 8 August 2009 to about: 10 August 2009
From about: 8 December 2009 to about: 9 December 2009

a y ;

Transiting Sun Sextile your Pluto
This could be a day of significant changes. Cultivate contacts, especially with older individuals or
people in authority. Now is the time to start thinking about moving up the career ladder or
starting your own business. Today, logic and intuition should be well balanced, creating a greater
self understanding of your own personal needs, motives and goals.
From about: 8 August 2009 to about: 9 August 2009
From about: 1 January 2010 to about: 2 January 2010

f r g

Transiting Venus Square your Natal Mars
Jealousy and possessiveness could cause conflicts in romance and marriage yet at the same time
heightened passions will increase your sex drive. This combination could either produce fiery
passion, strengthening inextricable bonds of love or blazing tempers and rows, which could tear
the relationship apart. If unattached, you could now be unreservedly attracted to anyone!
From about: 9 August 2009 to about: 4 September 2009

a in 2nd House

Sun is Transiting your Natal Second House
Your focus will be on greater control over money, material and financial matters. Taking pride in
your possessions, they will be seen as a sign of your sense of purpose and self worth. Increasing
the number of possessions you own may also be seen as a sign of escalating success. But do take
the time to reflect upon your values. Try not to place financial worth before emotional and
spiritual happiness.
From about: 9 August 2009 to about: 11 August 2009

g w l

'Deceptive!'
Transiting Mars Opposite your Natal Neptune
During this time it is of the utmost importance not to become involved in any shady or dubious
schemes or deals anything that would either cause scandal or trouble with the law. Sometimes
these 'get-rich-quick' schemes seem to work, but at the moment they will only backfire. You
could easily be deceived.
From about: 11 August 2009 to about: 12 August 2009
From about: 7 February 2010 to about: 9 February 2010

a r K

Transiting Sun Square your Natal Uranus
Disruption to your normal daily routine may shake the very foundations of your life. If you lack
confidence, then this period may further sow seeds of doubt. Restlessness and a longing for
freedom could also cause you to abandon personal responsibilities. Major financial decisions
should be postponed.
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From about: 11 August 2009 to about: 18 October 2009

d in 3rd House

Mercury is Transiting your Natal Third House
You will possess much nervous and intellectual energy with the focus being on close family, local
residents, travel, communication and education. Driven by an insatiable urge to learn as much as
you can, you will enjoy talking and being with others. There will be more group discussions than
usual and you will probably have something to say about almost anything. However, do try to
control the tendency to express opinions before all the facts are known. With mind and body so
active, you will now be something of a live wire, always changing, always on the go and endlessly
curious about everything around you.
From about: 11 August 2009 to about: 12 August 2009
From about: 4 January 2010 to about: 5 January 2010

f r +

Transiting Venus Square your Midheaven
Feelings of jealousy and possessiveness may have to be controlled during this time. Unwanted
social obligations could also disrupt your daily routine and leave you feeling drained and
dissatisfied.
From
From
From
From

about:
about:
about:
about:

d y K

15 August 2009 to about: 16 August 2009
20 December 2009 to about: 22 December 2009
29 December 2009 to about: 31 December 2009
1 February 2010 to about: 3 February 2010

Transiting Mercury Sextile your Natal Uranus
Tremendous restless mental energy and curiosity will make you look in different and unusual
directions for new experiences and distractions. Without constant stimulation, boredom will
quickly set in. During the next few days you should either receive or be the bearer of unexpected
and surprising news.
From about: 15 August 2009 to about: 16 August 2009
From about: 7 January 2010 to about: 9 January 2010

f r ;

Transiting Venus Square your Natal Pluto
The worst thing that anyone can do to you during these few days is hurt your pride - it is
something you will presently find very difficult to forgive. However, resist the desire to control
lovers and friends, or relationships could become a constant ego and power battle. New
relationships could be exciting, feisty but short lived.
From about: 16 August 2009 to about: 17 August 2009
From about: 12 March 2010 to about: 12 March 2010

d r l

Transiting Mercury Square your Natal Neptune
Lacking clarity and direction in your life you may feel as if you are lost in a cloud of fog not being
able to clearly see what is directly ahead. Beware deception and dishonesty. Unable to
concentrate for any significant length of time, duties and responsibilities may be neglected.
Drained physical energies could drag down vitality. If possible, take a few days break.
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From about: 16 August 2009 to about: 7 October 2009

g in 12th House

Mars is Transiting your Natal Twelfth House
You may feel a vague sense of irritation or repressed anger, the source of which you cannot
really put your finger on. Look within, it could have something to do with your past. This can be a
time of frustration, as whatever you say or do may be misunderstood, with efforts and actions
not being noticed or rewarded. Work alone as much as possible otherwise work through charity
and voluntary work to help others who cannot help themselves.
From about: 17 August 2009 to about: 18 August 2009
From about: 26 February 2010 to about: 27 February 2010

f e K

Transiting Venus Trine your Natal Uranus
Are you ready for some love and romance? All relationships should now become more loving and
secure, especially if you manage to reawaken slumbering passions. You may now be ready to
make a more long term commitment to your partner. New love affairs should be exciting and
unusual, so expect the unexpected. Cash flow should also improve, as should health.
From about: 17 August 2009 to about: 20 August 2009

g r f

'Hot!'
Transiting Mars Square your Natal Venus
Jealousy and possessiveness could cause conflicts in romance and marriage yet at the same time
heightened passions will increase your sex drive. This combination could either produce fiery
passion, strengthening inextricable bonds of love or blazing tempers and rows, which could tear
the relationship apart. If unattached, you could now be unreservedly attracted to anyone.
From about: 20 August 2009 to about: 22 August 2009
From about: 21 September 2009 to about: 22 September 2009
From about: 5 October 2009 to about: 7 October 2009

d w f

Transiting Mercury Opposite your Natal Venus
Unexpected news could affect your love life and personal relationships. Although this may not
necessarily be bad news, it will cause a certain amount of disruption to your daily routine and
temporarily shatter the peace and calm of your home. Beware power games, ego conflicts or
gossip during the next few days or the consequences of words spoken or action taken could
backfire.
From about: 21 August 2009 to about: 22 August 2009
From about: 19 December 2009 to about: 21 December 2009

a e a

Transiting Sun Trine your Natal Sun
As energy levels will be higher than usual this could therefore be a day of tremendous
achievements. Nothing or no one will be able to stop you or get in your way. Feeling confident
and self assured, personal plans, career matters or financial negotiations should proceed with the
minimum of stress and difficulty.
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From about: 21 August 2009 to about: 22 August 2009

f q _

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Venus Conjunct your Ascendant
This period could herald a completely new chapter in your love life - because you will be able to
talk problems through, certain hang-ups and insecurities could finally be overcome. Love, warmth
and affection will be easily expressed, and readily returned. Spend extra time with friends and
family during this harmonious and fulfilling period. New love is likely.
From about: 22 August 2009 to about: 10 September 2009

f in 1st House

Venus is Transiting your Natal First House
Your focus is on fun, harmony and compromise, you will go out of your way to avoid conflicts.
Your easy-going charm and friendliness will now attract others and you will enjoy being
surrounded by friends. Acting as a mediator, friends may ask you to help resolve their
differences. You will also find that, with little persuasion, you can usually get what you want from
others as they will understand that you are willing to give as much as you receive. Money will be
spent on some of life's little luxuries.
From about: 22 August 2009 to about: 23 August 2009
From about: 27 November 2009 to about: 28 November 2009

f e f

Transiting Venus Trine your Natal Venus
Lady luck could be calling during this time, so make sure that you leave your door wide open.
Feeling relaxed, easy going and sociable, many opportunities will seemingly just land in your lap,
but they actually are the accumulation of previous hard work. Spend as much time as you can
with your lover, this could be a tremendously romantic period.
From about: 22 August 2009 to about: 25 August 2009

g y a

Transiting Mars Sextile your Natal Sun
High energy levels should be concentrated on work and career as once in a lifetime opportunities
may now come your way. Promotions and salary increases are likely. You will now be prepared to
put heart, body and soul into everything you do, and this will not go unnoticed. Confidence and
feelings of self-worth will soar.
From about: 25 August 2009 to about: 26 August 2009
From about: 17 January 2010 to about: 18 January 2010

f r a

Transiting Venus Square your Natal Sun
Lacking energy, you will be more inclined to sit around and do as little as you can during this
time. It would be just as well to postpone major tasks or decisions until your energy increases
and you are in a more positive frame of mind. Personal relationships could also feel the strain,
especially if you have been choosing to hide or ignore pressing problems.
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From about: 25 August 2009 to about: 26 August 2009

f w s

Transiting Venus Opposite your Natal Moon
Emotional traumas or problems could upset your family life during this time, women being the
major source of conflict. Oversensitive feelings can be easily hurt. Also, beware financial
extravagance, it is time to hide those credit cards. Business negotiations should be temporarily
postponed as they are not likely to proceed positively or smoothly during this time.
From about: 25 August 2009 to about: 26 August 2009

f q h

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Venus Conjunct Natal Jupiter
Problems within personal relationships should be resolved during these few days. You may also
be called upon to give emotional or financial support to a close friend, lover or member of the
family. Social life should improve, but beware over-indulgence. The temptation to spend on
beautiful objects, clothes or adornments will be hard to resist.
From about: 26 August 2009 to about: 28 August 2009
From about: 15 September 2009 to about: 16 September 2009
From about: 10 October 2009 to about: 11 October 2009

d w d

Transiting Mercury Opposite your Natal Mercury
In trying to achieve too much too quickly you may end up achieving nothing at all. Therefore if
your mind is racing ahead of itself slow down this frenetic pace to avoid mental overload and
nervous exhaustion. Postpone important decisions until you can consider issues more carefully,
and take particular care when you travel.
From about: 27 August 2009 to about: 28 August 2009
From about: 2 December 2009 to about: 3 December 2009

f e d

Transiting Venus Trine your Natal Mercury
Communication with loved ones whether family, lovers or friends should be exceptionally good
during this time, so why not tell them just how much you care. Business matters should proceed
smoothly as well, so if there are any important contracts to be signed, or contacts to be made
then now is the best time to get the ball rolling.
From about: 27 August 2009 to about: 29 August 2009

g r d

'Hot!'
Transiting Mars Square your Natal Mercury
Although your own feelings could be hurt easily during this time, in retaliation you may strike out
verbally against anyone and everyone within shouting distance. You are likely to be irritable,
moody and bad tempered, so beware starting arguments just for the sake of it. You could also be
somewhat accident prone.
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From about: 29 August 2009 to about: 31 August 2009

a q j

Transiting Sun Conjunct your Natal Saturn
Today could either be a testing time for your emotional or physical strength; or it could represent
the successful culmination of many years hard work. Either way, it could be a time of learning
and maturity. But do not start taking yourself too seriously. Just because you take on more
responsibility does not mean that you have to lose your sense of fun.
From about: 3 September 2009 to about: 4 September 2009
From about: 9 December 2009 to about: 10 December 2009

f e g

Transiting Venus Trine Natal Mars
Full of energy and raring to go, nothing will be able to stop you or get in your way during this
time. There are mountains to be climbed and battles to be conquered. Passionate emotions will
be difficult to control, therefore your love life should become more sensual and romantic. New
love affairs will be intense, but short.
From about: 4 September 2009 to about: 6 October 2009

a in 3rd House

Sun is Transiting your Natal Third House
In the area of communication, family ties and education, you will now feel a strong need to be
heard and noticed by the people around you. It is also a good time to clarify misunderstandings
or confusion, as you will be able to get your message across loud and clear. There may be more
contact than usual with brothers, sisters and local residents and if you have recently been taking
them for granted, then take this chance to make up for previous neglect. Expect a busy period
ahead, with much coming and going. Short distance travel or starting new studies are likely. You
will also feel the need to learn more and improve your communication skills.
From about: 4 September 2009 to about: 7 September 2009

g y j

Transiting Mars Sextile your Natal Saturn
During these few days you are capable of much hard work, directing a great deal of energy and
drive towards achieving goals and ambitions. You will give everything your best shot and
interference will not be tolerated. You are on your way up, and that is exactly where you intend
to stay. Long standing problems and difficulties should finally be resolved. Competitors will be left
standing as you shoot ahead into the fast lane.
From about: 5 September 2009 to about: 6 September 2009
From about: 11 December 2009 to about: 12 December 2009

f e +

Transiting Venus Trine your Midheaven
Being fair-minded and balanced in your opinions, you may find yourself the mediator in a family
quarrel during this time. Your sensible advice will be needed. Creativity at work should also be
enhanced. Take advantage of any opportunity that enables you to work from home either on a
temporary or permanent basis.
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From about: 9 September 2009 to about: 10 September 2009
From about: 15 December 2009 to about: 16 December 2009

f y ;

Transiting Venus Sextile your Natal Pluto
A sudden love affair could be intense and electric, but with little chance of developing into a long
lasting relationship. During these few days, powerful emotions will need to find an outlet through
physical passion and sensuality. Powerful positive thoughts could bring positive results.
From about: 9 September 2009 to about: 11 September 2009

g r g

'Hot!'
Transiting Mars Square your Natal Mars
Your bossy and overbearing conduct during this time could alienate others. You are likely to be
bad tempered and irritable, and simply will not take no for an answer. Or you may have to suffer
someone who is displaying all these arrogant and intense traits, in which case you will need to be
patient until their mood softens. You could also be somewhat accident prone.
From about: 9 September 2009 to about: 25 September 2009

j y _

Transiting Saturn Sextile your Natal Ascendant
This is a time when you will become upwardly mobile, especially in terms of career advancement
a time of a steady climb through the ranks to the top. Friends, parents and people in authority
will be able to see your discipline, determination and effort and will therefore help you to move
along that next important stage in your professional life.

This should be a time of accomplishment with much energy and enthusiasm being devoted to the
pursuit of dreams and ambitions. However, do make sure that you are fulfilling your own
ambitions and not someone else's dreams. This could also be a time of steady stability and
security in your home and personal life. You may even find yourself continuing or carrying on an
old family tradition in some way.
From about: 10 September 2009 to about: 30 September 2009

f in 2nd House

Venus is Transiting your Natal Second House
You may now attract extra cash or material resources. As you will be able to plan personal or
business relationships to your advantage, this is an excellent time for financial negotiations or
investment. If you need to borrow money, then do it now. But beware extravagance as your
lavish tastes may exceed your budget. You will be attracted to items of beauty either for yourself
or your home such as clothes, jewels or art objects.
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From about: 11 September 2009 to about: 12 September 2009
From about: 9 January 2010 to about: 10 January 2010

a y K

Transiting Sun Sextile your Natal Uranus
Today you may become involved in a completely different social circle, or make new friends who
in time will introduce you to areas of life never experienced before. This would be the right time
to make any necessary changes in your life as these changes could now be made without
disruption or trauma. Instead of looking to the past, you should now be eagerly anticipating the
future.
From about: 11 September 2009 to about: 13 September 2009
From about: 10 March 2010 to about: 11 March 2010

a r l

Transiting Sun Square your Natal Neptune
Searching for a deeper meaning to life, mystical, metaphysical and religious matters may now
attract you. You may join a group, which will teach you a new philosophy or provide a more
spiritual outlook on life. But beware deception. Try to listen to the important messages being sent
from your inner psyche your inner self. Dreams may seem more meaningful than ever before,
and for a very good reason.
From about: 11 September 2009 to about: 12 September 2009
From about: 2 February 2010 to about: 3 February 2010

f r K

Transiting Venus Square your Natal Uranus
Expect some disruption to your love life during this time. Either you, or your partner, may take
unusual steps to either inject some fresh life into a present relationship; or one of you will start
to look for something new a love, which is more unpredictable and exciting. Love affairs started
now are likely to be exhilarating and electrifying, but short lived.
From about: 13 September 2009 to about: 16 September 2009

g r +

Transiting Mars Square your Natal Midheaven
A streak of selfishness could temporarily make you either forget or ignore other people's needs.
At the moment, you are only out for number one and no one else will matter. Obviously, this
could alienate friends and loved ones and conflicts are likely. Think carefully before acting on
impulsive decisions, it really is the right time to look before you leap.
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From about: 13 September 2009 to about: 10 November 2009

h e ;

Transiting Jupiter Trine your Natal Pluto
Feeling restless, daring and extremely receptive to new ideas, you will now be looking to do
something completely different you will now be looking to completely change your life in some
way. Freedom and a sense of independence will be of utmost importance to you so there will be
the temptation to break free of any restrictions whether personal or professional, which are
seemingly holding you back and keeping you stuck in a rut.
Many of you will now be too confident, ambitious and just too restless to just sit back and wait
for opportunities to come to you. So if you are willing to get the very best out of life and create
new chances, change and opportunities for yourself then you should now expect even more
success rewards and riches.

Follow your instincts. As long as you do not tread on other people's toes climbing up the ladder of
success this is a time when you really cannot go wrong.
This is certainly a time to take advantage of any opportunities that come your way, especially if
they involve travel. If travel is not possible at the moment then you could still hear or receive
news from someone overseas or abroad someone you have not heard from in quite some time.
From about: 17 September 2009 to about: 19 September 2009

a w f

Transiting Sun opposite your Natal Venus
Do not attempt any hard, concentrated work today as you simply will not be in the mood. You will
not want to be on your own so surround yourself with loving friends and family. Why not treat
yourself to some rest and relaxation. Hidden tensions in relationships may be brought out into
the open. Alternatively, the pleasures of secret love affairs may be difficult to resist. Just take
care that scandal does not soon follow!
From about: 17 September 2009 to about: 2 October 2009

j w f

Transiting Saturn Opposite your Natal Venus
A negative mental outlook could cause you to emanate a black cloud of depression. As others,
even close loved ones, will not want to be infected by this doom and gloom, they are likely to
avoid you causing even more depression. It could become a vicious circle of loneliness and
feeling unloved but one that you can break out of if you are aware of what is happening.

This could be a testing time of crisis, with hardships and disappointments in romance, truly a
time for star-crossed lovers and unrequited love. Or you may find yourself separated from those
that you love the most.

Either yourself or lovers could become much more cool and unsympathetic now causing tensions,
conflicts and problems in relationships. Personal restrictions which up until now have seemed
tolerable will now suddenly seem equally unbearable and you will both want and demand
personal freedom. Any new love relationships started around now could prove to be heavy going
and more trouble than they are worth.

Delays in communication are likely, for example a letter or payment may be delayed or lost in the
post or you may find yourself endlessly waiting for some kind of reply via a telephone call or
letter. This could lead to frustration and anger.
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From about: 19 September 2009 to about: 20 September 2009
From about: 24 December 2009 to about: 25 December 2009

f e a

Transiting Venus Trine your Natal Sun
Strong feelings of love and enjoyment of life should dominate your thoughts and actions during
this time. Basically, you will just feel like enjoying yourself and therefore work will take second
place to leisure activities. Your good mood will be infectious and others will enjoy being around
you.
From about: 21 September 2009 to about: 24 September 2009

g r ;

'Hot and heavy!'
Transiting Mars Square your Natal Pluto
There is much you can accomplish during this time, if only you can control your powerful energies
and temper. If you enjoy a challenge, then this period could bring about positive, lasting changes
into your life. You will now be prepared to work extremely hard to achieve personal goals and
ambitions but be careful not to overdo it, do not exhaust yourself.
From about: 23 September 2009 to about: 25 September 2009

a w d

Transiting Sun opposite your Natal Mercury
Although compromise may be almost impossible today, try not to lose your temper and remain
open minded and tactful. Do not allow ego conflicts and misunderstandings to permanently
damage long standing friendships or business relationships. If possible, postpone important
negotiations and meetings until your mood becomes more tranquil.
From about: 25 September 2009 to about: 26 September 2009

f q j

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Venus is Conjunct your Natal Saturn
Temporary separations or the breaking up of love relationships are likely during this period.
Beware nurturing jealousy or it will grow into a green-eyed monster. Expression of emotion will
be inhibited, giving the outward appearance of being cold and aloof. Fortunately, these feelings
will only last a few days.
From about: 30 September 2009 to about: 25 October 2009

f in 3rd House

Venus is Transiting your Natal Third House
Your focus should now be on your social life and in particular more contact than usual with
brothers, sisters, local residents and the community in general. You will go out of your way to
please others and let them know just how much you love them, via letters, phone calls and visits.
Wanting to surround yourself with beauty should also enhance your creative, musical and artistic
talents. Short journeys are likely, perhaps a pleasant weekend away.
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From about: 1 October 2009 to about: 3 October 2009

a w g

Transiting Sun opposite your Natal Mars
Uncontrolled anger could lead to disputes and conflicts today, especially with those in authority.
Feeling irritable, tense and touchy perhaps it would be best to keep your head down and well out
of the firing line. Alternatively, if you can control this explosive energy, then much could be
achieved by the end of the day.
From about: 4 October 2009 to about: 6 October 2009

a w +

Transiting Sun opposite your Midheaven
Feeling frustrated and angry, this could be a very trying day. If possible, spend the day alone as
being with others will test the threshold of your patience. Loved ones simply will not understand
why you are being so hard hearted and intolerant and you probably will not either. You will have
difficulty in focusing your anger, not really knowing it is source.
From about: 5 October 2009 to about: 7 October 2009
From about: 9 January 2010 to about: 10 January 2010

f y K

Transiting Venus Sextile your Natal Uranus
Whirlwind and impulsive love affairs could suddenly start and end within a few short weeks. Rules
may be broken, but you will enjoy yourself along the way. Escaping boring dull day to day
routine, you will be looking for excitement and any unusual distractions. Being in a party mood, it
is time to let your hair down and have some fun.
From about: 5 October 2009 to about: 8 October 2009

g q _

Transiting Mars Conjunct your Natal Ascendant
Powerful emotions and extremely high energy levels make a potent mixture. You will either be
capable of conquering the world during this time, or falling flat on your face because of
uncontrolled temper. Concentrate this potent energy into solid, hard work and the results should
be staggering. Beware of being accident prone.
From about: 6 October 2009 to about: 11 November 2009

a in 4th House

Sun is Transiting your Natal Fourth House
Your focus is likely to be on domestic issues. You will either want to be in familiar surroundings or
find yourself tied to the home in some way. Past memories relating to family matters may now
come to the fore. There may also be a struggle to define your individuality on the home and
family front. Avoid the danger of deriving too much of your identity from your family background.
On the other hand, there is also the danger of rejecting your background completely in order to
free yourself from its limitations and influence.
Neither your own individuality nor your family background should be rejected. The task now is to
learn to balance the two, acknowledging your heredity and developing your own uniqueness.
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From about: 6 October 2009 to about: 7 October 2009
From about: 26 February 2010 to about: 28 February 2010

f r l

Transiting Venus Square your Natal Neptune
Rocky and unstable relationships could now crumble, or you may look elsewhere for emotional
and physical satisfaction. Therefore secret love affairs are now possible. You may also now
choose to escape into the past as a welcome relief from the problems and responsibilities of the
present. Postpone major financial decisions until stability returns into your life.
From about: 6 October 2009 to about: 10 October 2009

g e f

Transiting Mars Trine your Natal Venus
Full of energy and raring to go, nothing will be able to stop you or get in your way during this
time. There are mountains to climb and battles to conquer. Passionate emotions will be difficult to
control, therefore your love life should become more sensual and romantic. New love affairs will
be intense, but short-lived.
From about: 7 October 2009 to about: 28 November 2009
From about: 11 January 2010 to about: 31 March 2010

g in 1st House

Mars is Transiting your Natal First House
This should be an active and energetic time. Prepared to stand up for your own rights, you will
now be able to work extremely hard towards achieving goals and ambitions. Much could be
accomplished, especially if you work on your own. Now is your chance to show everyone what
you are capable of. However, there is a down side as well, as impatience and irritability
heightens. Restrictions on your freedom will not be tolerated. Impulsively rushing into situations
without sufficient forethought could also make you somewhat accident prone or prone to fevers
and minor illnesses.
From about: 9 October 2009 to about: 11 October 2009

a q ;

Transiting Sun Conjunct your Pluto
Possessing tremendous energy, today you will be prepared to work much harder than usual to
attain goals and ambitions. Interference certainly will not be tolerated! Business affairs may
incorporate legal matters, inheritance or tax affairs. Intense emotions will either strengthen your
love life, or bring about some kind of final confrontation.
From about: 10 October 2009 to about: 11 October 2009

f w f

Transiting Venus Opposite your Natal Venus
Keep a tight hold on your purse strings, every little luxury that you now see will seem like a
necessity. Business negotiations should also be temporarily postponed. Watch out for
confrontations with loved ones, especially women. But do not concede just for the sake of peace
and quiet, you could be in the right.
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From about: 12 October 2009 to about: 14 October 2009
From about: 8 February 2010 to about: 9 February 2010

a y l

Transiting Sun Sextile your Natal Neptune
Feeling compassionate and receptive to others needs, today love and friendship should take
priority over more materialistic desires. However, it is important that you allocate some quality
time for yourself as well allow yourself a few quiet moments for some restful meditation.
Inspiration and imagination should also heighten creative and artistic talents.
From about: 12 October 2009 to about: 16 October 2009

g r a

'Hot!'
Transiting Mars Square your Natal Sun
It could almost be impossible to contain your boundless energy and enthusiasm during this time.
You should therefore be able to roll up your sleeves and get down to some hard, but satisfying
work. Success awaits you, but not before first overcoming some formidable obstacles. Intense
emotions could cause upheavals in love.
From about: 13 October 2009 to about: 16 October 2009
From about: 9 March 2010 to about: 11 March 2010

g w s

'Hot!'
Transiting Mars Opposite your Natal Moon
Moodiness, irritability and bad temper could cause arguments during this time. You may find
yourself losing your temper with a loved one for no apparent reason at all and they are likely to
be quite hurt and confused by your way of behaving. Hidden tensions are now likely to surface.
Also, as you may be somewhat accident prone avoid dangerous situations.
From about: 14 October 2009 to about: 18 October 2009
From about: 28 February 2010 to about: 20 March 2010

g q h

Transiting Mars Conjunct your Natal Jupiter
Armed with more energy, enthusiasm and motivation, you will now be ready to tackle any
obstacle head-on. It is time to set your targets and aim straight for the top. The luxury of good
fortune, coupled with hard but satisfying work should bring excellent results. But do remember to
rest occasionally.
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From about: 14 October 2009 to about: 1 November 2009

j e s

Transiting Saturn Trine your Natal Moon
If a love affair or relationship has recently ended, avoid the temptation to stray back no matter
how lonely or depressed you may be feeling.

Some of you may be feeling tired and worn out, as if you have nothing left to give. This is
painful, but do not be too hard on yourself. However, there is a lesson to be learned now,
perhaps in the past you have set your ideals far too high, creating a situation where you were
constantly seeking an almost impossible perfection in yourself and others. In future, you may
stop being so critical and the pedestal may not be set quite so high and you may allow yourself to
be a bit more realistic. But for now, no matter how you feel, let the past go there is a happy and
bright future to look forward to.
Avoid the temptation to withdraw from life especially from women. They could actually be of
tremendous support to you now if you only let them.
From about: 15 October 2009 to about: 16 October 2009

d w g

Transiting Mercury Opposite your Natal Mars
Although your own feelings could easily be hurt over the next few days, no one would know it as
you will be hiding inner emotions and thoughts behind a protective emotional barrier. Feeling
irritable, moody and bad tempered in retaliation, you are likely to verbally strike out against
anyone and everyone within shouting distance often being contrary just for the sake of it. Take
particular care when you travel or handle sharp instruments.
From about: 15 October 2009 to about: 16 October 2009

f w d

Transiting Venus Opposite your Natal Mercury
News is likely to come your way that will affect your love life - perhaps via an unexpected letter
or phone call. This may not necessarily be bad news, but it may temporarily shatter the peace
and calm of your home life. Be careful not to spread gossip during this time.
From about: 17 October 2009 to about: 18 October 2009

d w +

Transiting Mercury Opposite your Midheaven
Increased intuition should imbue you with a deeper, instinctive understanding of your own inner
thoughts, feelings and needs. But do not commit yourself to heavy, demanding work. This is not
so much a time to make dreams come true, but to create dreams which could become future
reality especially anything to do with your home and family life.
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From about: 18 October 2009 to about: 9 November 2009

d in 4th House

Mercury is Transiting your Natal Fourth House
Thoughts will tend to focus on home and family activity or on parents, especially your mother or
a close female relative. This is an excellent time for family discussions or communication via
letters and phone calls. Thoughts may drift back to childhood memories, perhaps they hold a clue
to solving present problems. There is also the possibility of educational activities being carried
out in your home.
From about: 18 October 2009 to about: 22 October 2009
From about: 18 February 2010 to about: 28 February 2010
From about: 20 March 2010 to about: 31 March 2010

g e d

Transiting Mars Trine your Natal Mercury
Business deals and negotiations with others should go quite well during this time, as you will be
able to communicate your needs in an assertive, confident and yet diplomatic manner. Physical
activity such as sport could help burn off some extra energy, but most of your work now is likely
to be of an intellectual nature. Writing letters, telephone calls, reading, studying should all take
up much of your time.
From about: 20 October 2009 to about: 21 October 2009

d q ;

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Mercury Conjunct your Pluto
With heightened mental, intuitive and psychic abilities increasing perception and understanding,
this is a time of learning. Delving deeply for the truth, secret information may now come to light.
Business deals and financial transactions should now work to your advantage. New friendships
may be formed with older, wiser individuals.
From about: 20 October 2009 to about: 7 November 2009
From about: 26 March 2010 to about: 31 March 2010

j y h

Transiting Saturn Sextile your Natal Jupiter
This would be the perfect time to plan for the future as you will now be prepared to explore and
expand into news areas, but with a certain degree of caution. This is a time when a sense of
adventure is perfectly balanced with good old fashioned common sense! This is a time for
learning and for turning dreams into reality. Make the best of any opportunity that comes your
way and it is likely to!

All financial matters and investments should proceed smoothly and could prove extremely
lucrative. Being more serious minded regarding money, you will not be willing to take risks, and
therefore all financial strategies will now be well planned. Promotion or business expansion is
likely.

Help and support may come from established and respectable sources possibly from older people,
or from your parents or people in some kind of authority. Legal, insurance and tax matters
should also proceed smoothly.
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From about: 21 October 2009 to about: 22 October 2009

a w a

Transiting Sun opposite your Natal Sun
Today you are half way through your birthday year so this critical point would be the perfect time
to reflect on the year's achievements to date. Conflicts may arise if you feel the need to blame
others rather than yourself for certain situations, which have failed or not worked to your
advantage. If you are honest and value your friendships, then concede defeat and if necessary,
make apologies.
From about: 22 October 2009 to about: 22 October 2009
From about: 23 February 2010 to about: 23 February 2010

d y l

Transiting Mercury Sextile your Natal Neptune
Vivid dreams may now reveal meaningful messages these messages finally providing sensible
solutions to long standing problems. However, rather than face up to responsibilities you may
now feel more inclined to escape and choose to retreat into your own fantasy world.
From about: 22 October 2009 to about: 23 October 2009

f w g

Transiting Venus Opposite your Natal Mars
Even if you are not normally a jealous person, the green eyed monster could get the better of
you during this time. Intense emotions could either lead to an aggressive, torrid sex life, or
blazing rows! In any event, there is likely to be man/woman conflict leading to passionate
emotional confrontations.
From about: 24 October 2009 to about: 25 October 2009

f w +

Transiting Venus Opposite your Midheaven
Any kind of work will seem like an effort, so if possible, this is a day for being lazy around the
home. Read a book, cuddle up on the couch with someone you love, and just relax.
From about: 25 October 2009 to about: 23 November 2009

f in 4th House

Venus is Transiting your Natal Fourth House
Your focus is on peace and harmony. Feeling at ease and friendly, you will enjoy entertaining,
especially at home. Relations with members of your family should also be more relaxed than
usual. You will actually find it difficult to live in an atmosphere of tension and strife, and will do
anything to smooth over problems, even to the point of avoiding conflicts or problems that need
to be discussed. You may also decide to redecorate or spruce up the house with a thorough
spring clean. But beware overspending.
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From about: 27 October 2009 to about: 28 October 2009

d w a

Transiting Mercury Opposite your Natal Sun
Although compromise may be almost impossible during this next few days, try to remain open
minded and tactful. Do not allow ego conflicts and misunderstandings to permanently damage
long-standing friendships or business relationships. If possible, postpone important negotiations
and discussions until the mood becomes more tranquil.
From about: 28 October 2009 to about: 29 October 2009

f q ;

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Venus Conjunct your Natal Pluto
Intense emotions will either strengthen your love life, or bring about some kind of final
confrontation or showdown. If you want to avoid arguments, then accept things as they are for a
few days. These restless feelings will soon blow over. New whirlwind love affairs could sweep you
off your feet - but be careful where you land.
From about: 30 October 2009 to about: 31 October 2009
From about: 3 February 2010 to about: 4 February 2010

f y l

Transiting Venus Sextile your Natal Neptune
This will be a day to escape reality, everyone needs to occasionally lose themselves in delightful
daydreams. With enough positive thought and action, these dreams could eventually come true.
Love will be of the most pure, selfless kind. If you both open your hearts there could be a
merging of souls rarely felt. Surround yourself with beauty.
From about: 4 November 2009 to about: 9 November 2009
From about: 27 January 2010 to about: 31 January 2010

g e g

Transiting Mars Trine your Natal Mars
This is an extremely constructive time, a time of relentless energy, a time to accomplish personal
goals and ambitions and make dreams come true. Full of energy and raring to go, nothing will be
able to stop you or get in your way during this time. There are mountains to climb and battles to
conquer! It is time to take the initiative.
From about: 6 November 2009 to about: 7 November 2009

f w a

Transiting Venus Opposite your Natal Sun
Do not attempt any hard physical work, you simply will not be in the mood. Why not treat
yourself to some rest and relaxation, take it easy and indulge yourself a little. But this could also
be a time of dangerous romantic liaisons, the temptation to be indiscreet could be hard to resist.
Lose yourself in some kind of creative work instead and keep your head well out of the firing line.
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From about: 7 November 2009 to about: 29 November 2009
From about: 28 February 2010 to about: 26 March 2010

j w d

Transiting Saturn Opposite your Natal Mercury
Worrying too much could create problems, which should not have existed in the first place. A
negative mental outlook could cause you to emanate a black cloud of depression. As others, even
close loved ones, will not want to be infected by this doom and gloom, they are likely to avoid
you causing even more depression. It could become a 'vicious circle' but one that you can break
out of if you are aware of what is happening.
Professional and personal ideas and plans may be blocked. It may seem that no matter which
path you take the road has been blocked. Delays in communication are likely, for example a
letter or payment may be delayed or lost in the post or you may find yourself endlessly waiting
for some kind of reply via a telephone call or letter. This could lead to frustration and anger.
Perhaps it is time to take a completely new direction in your life. Perhaps it is time to discard
anything that is no longer of any use or value to you and remember that all endings have new
beginnings.

Take care not to overwork during this time. Emotional and physical exhaustion could lead to ill
health.
From about: 8 November 2009 to about: 9 November 2009

d q K

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Mercury Conjunct your Natal Uranus
During the next few days your mind will be open to exciting, new and original realms of thought
creating possibilities only dreamt of in the past. Sudden intuitive inspiration will enable you to
turn creative ideas and plans into concrete reality. However, financial affairs may become
somewhat erratic.
From about: 9 November 2009 to about: 1 December 2009

d in 5th House

Mercury is Transiting your Natal Fifth House
Your focus will now be on romance, children, artistic pursuits and pleasure. You will now want to
put across your point of view, but more on a creative and emotional level, rather than an
intellectual level. An attraction to poetry, music, writing, drama, etc. may both inspire and allow
you to express your innermost thoughts. In romance, lovers will have to satisfy both your
physical and intellectual needs. Finding that you also have a good level of communication with
children, you will now encourage their intellectual abilities.
From about: 11 November 2009 to about: 15 December 2009

a in 5th House

Sun is Transiting your Natal Fifth House
Your focus will now be on areas of creativity, children, love affairs, parties and pleasure,
especially entertaining! You will enjoy doing what you want to do, putting your own priorities
first. Creatively, you could feel inspired. Although you may not actually be an artist, some kind of
artistic activity could now give you a great deal of personal satisfaction. More emotional
involvement with children could will give a sense of pleasure and enjoyment and help you gain a
deeper sense of who you are. This is a time for fun, flirtatious romance and just generally having
a good time!
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From about: 11 November 2009 to about: 12 November 2009

a q K

Transiting Sun Conjunct your Natal Uranus
In search of excitement, drama and adventure you will now demand personal freedom and
independence. Today may herald the beginning of unusual new love affair and friendships with
individuals who will broaden your personal horizons as never before. Career prospects also look
extremely promising.
From about: 12 November 2009 to about: 12 November 2009
From about: 14 March 2010 to about: 15 March 2010

d e _

Transiting Mercury Trine your Ascendant
Ideas, plans and thoughts should flow smoothly between yourself and others. This would
therefore be an excellent time to work in a team environment, rather than going solo. Meetings,
negotiations, communications and travel are often associated with this particular period.
From about: 12 November 2009 to about: 17 November 2009
From about: 19 January 2010 to about: 24 January 2010

g e +

Transiting Mars Trine your Natal Midheaven
Feeling confident and self assured, you will now seek out and create new opportunities. You will
take the initiative but others will happily co-operate with your plans and directions. This could be
a time of tremendous achievements as you are no longer prepared to settle for second best.
From about: 14 November 2009 to about: 15 November 2009
From about: 16 March 2010 to about: 17 March 2010

d y s

Transiting Mercury Sextile your Natal Moon
Thoughts will now turn towards inner emotions. More in tune with your own feelings, and those of
loved ones, use this time to openly and honestly discuss any bothersome problems, which have
arisen between you. Trust your intuition.
From about: 15 November 2009 to about: 16 November 2009
From about: 17 March 2010 to about: 17 March 2010

d e h

Transiting Mercury Trine your Natal Jupiter
Unexpected good news may disrupt your daily routine. This is certainly a time to take advantage
of any opportunities that come your way, especially if they involve travel. If travel is not possible
then in some way you could find yourself in contact with overseas visitors or business contacts.
Starting a new study of retraining regime could also work to your advantage.
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From about: 16 November 2009 to about: 17 November 2009
From about: 14 March 2010 to about: 16 March 2010

a e _

Transiting Sun Trine your Ascendant
Bored with daily routine, today you will be searching for something different. A general feeling of
well being will enable you to get much work done but with the pursuit of pleasure uppermost in
your mind, you are more likely to surround yourself with people you love. Why not just enjoy
their company and have fun! Travel is likely.
From about: 20 November 2009 to about: 21 November 2009
From about: 19 March 2010 to about: 20 March 2010

a y s

Transiting Sun Sextile your Natal Moon
What you should notice the most about today is the lack of inner emotional conflicts. The
struggles and turbulence of normal daily routine should give way to a sense of stability and
peace. Feeling at ease with yourself, you should feel equally comfortable with everyone else
around you enjoying their company and making the best of any team effort. Friendships and love
affairs should strengthen today with a sense of love, serenity calming previously troubled waters.
From about: 21 November 2009 to about: 22 November 2009
From about: 19 March 2010 to about: 21 March 2010

a e h

Transiting Sun Trine your Natal Jupiter
A lucky, pleasant day awaits you. Just sit back and enjoy all of life's pleasures. You will now be
willing to take a few calculated risks and the results should prove lucrative. As travel may be
linked with work, you could find yourself mixing business with pleasure.
From about: 23 November 2009 to about: 21 December 2009

f in 5th House

Venus is Transiting your Natal Fifth House
Your focus will now be on fun, romance, meeting people, creativity and children. You will be in
love with love and will not put up any barriers or pretences. Lovers will have to accept you for
who you are and not what they want you to be. Self discipline may be at an all time low but it is
not such a bad idea to loosen the reigns every now and then. Artistic and creative talents could
be inspired. Relationships with children should also be a source of tremendous pleasure and
satisfaction.
From about: 23 November 2009 to about: 24 November 2009

f q K

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Venus is Conjunct your Natal Uranus
Expect the unexpected, especially in your love life. Stale and dull relationships will need to be
injected with a new sense of romance and adventure in order to survive. They will either be
boosted or given the boot. New impulsive love affairs started now could prove exciting, but
unstable and short-lived. There could be sudden financial gains, or if you are careless, unforeseen
losses.
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From about: 27 November 2009 to about: 28 November 2009
From about: 2 March 2010 to about: 3 March 2010

f e _

Transiting Venus Trine your Ascendant
Do not plan anything too strenuous during this period, as you are likely to be too pre-occupied
with taking it easy and having fun. Why not plan a party, you will enjoy sharing these feelings of
affection, warmth and love with friends. Telling someone just how much you love them will
strengthen the emotional tie between you. An expected financial bonus could also come your
way, so why not treat yourself to some well-deserved luxuries.
From about: 27 November 2009 to about: 6 December 2009
From about: 2 January 2010 to about: 10 January 2010

g y ;

Transiting Mars Sextile your Natal Pluto
This could be a time of tremendous achievements. You are both ready and able to work
extremely hard towards successfully reaching personal goals and ambitions. Self confidence and
a sense of adventure will urge you to take action in areas only dreamed of in the past. Logic and
intuition will be well balanced.
From about: 28 November 2009 to about: 29 November 2009

d q l

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Mercury Conjunct your Natal Neptune
Thrown off balance by feelings of confusion and insecurity, it may seem that whatever you do
and say at the moment will leave you totally baffled and bewildered. Previously held ideas and
actions may no longer seem relevant or significant. Misunderstandings are likely to occur over the
next day or so.
From about: 28 November 2009 to about: 11 January 2010

g in 2nd House

Mars is Transiting your Natal Second House
This is a time when material possessions will assume more importance than usual and you will
gauge your self worth by your financial position. Much energy will be ploughed into making
money. However, being equally extravagant, money will flow out as quickly as it flows in. Beware
making impulsive purchases which you will neither need nor like in a few weeks time. You will
fight for the things that you value with persistence and determination that is second to none, but
there is also the potential for disagreements regarding finances.
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From about: 1 December 2009 to about: 7 February 2010

d in 6th House

Mercury is Transiting your Natal Sixth House
Your focus will now be on health and work. Being more meticulous and attentive than usual, this
is an excellent time for work which requires mental skills. You will feel that if a job's worth doing,
it will be worth doing very well indeed. However, take care not to worry excessively or nervous
tension and stress could cause ill health. Beware becoming overly critical of others or bogged
down in petty details. Often physical problems or illness are messages from your own
unconscious mind, making you aware of things you may be doing wrong, or bringing to the fore
repressed problems. Perhaps at the moment minor illnesses may be masking deeper emotional
problems.
From about: 8 December 2009 to about: 31 December 2009

g r K

'Hot!'
Transiting Mars Square your Natal Uranus
Freedom and independence will be of utmost importance to you during these few days. You are
likely to rebel against any type of authority and this could cause conflicts with those closest and
nearest to you. Stale relationships are likely to end. Unexpected disruptions to your life should be
looked upon as a challenge.
From about: 11 December 2009 to about: 12 December 2009

a q l

Transiting Sun Conjunct your Natal Neptune
Love affairs, general outlook and relationships will all seem more idealistic than usual. Today, you
could fall under the spell of a new, hypnotic romance but do not delude yourself into thinking that
this new friend or lover is perfect in every way. Remember, the higher the pedestal the greater
the distance to fall. Another word of warning, secret romantic liaisons could become dangerous
liaisons!
From about: 15 December 2009 to about: 15 January 2010

a in 6th House

Sun is Transiting your Natal Sixth House
Your focus is now on work and being of help to others. Acknowledging that certain work and
tasks need to be done, you will now take particular pride in whatever you do but do not expect to
be leader of the pack as your actions will now probably be controlled by someone else.
Alternatively, you may become more involved in charitable work. If this is the case, then
remember not to neglect your own needs. Look after yourself as well. In fact, this is an excellent
time to start a new diet or exercise program.
From about: 17 December 2009 to about: 18 December 2009

f q l

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Venus Conjunct your Natal Neptune
With your head in the clouds for a few days, postpone making major decisions whilst in this
vague and dreamy state. Love will be of the most pure, selfless kind, with your own ego being
temporarily forfeited to the devotion of others. But beware putting loved ones on a pedestal, in
times to come they may not live up to your expectations. Creativity could be exceptionally
inspired.
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From about: 21 December 2009 to about: 15 January 2010

f in 6th House

Venus is Transiting your Natal Sixth House
Your focus will now be on work, health and helping others. Personal responsibilities or obligations
towards others may increase, possibly causing resentment. Nevertheless, you will be more
prepared to co-operate at work. A pay increase or bonus is likely. You will now feel that if a job is
worth doing, it is worth doing well. But take care that in your aim for perfection, you are not
overtaken by competitors who are prepared to accept less than the best. You may also decide to
redecorate or make your work environment more pleasing to the eye. As health will also be of
importance, you will want to look and feel better. Try that new diet or exercise class, this time
you may stick with it!
From about: 9 January 2010 to about: 18 January 2010

h y a

Transiting Jupiter Sextile your Natal Sun
Use this time for calm, peaceful reflection on your life's achievements so far. Don't attempt to do
anything too active or strenuous use this time to take it easy and relax.

Nevertheless, whatever you put your mind to or plan will seem to flow easily and smoothly again,
reducing daily tension and strain. Feeling confident and optimistic, you will probably achieve far
more at this leisurely and flowing pace than you would when working flat-out under tremendous
strain.
Because of your good sense of fun, enthusiasm and willingness to co-operate and pool resources
with others help, support and new opportunities will come from unexpected sources, your talents
and abilities being especially noticed by people in authority. Your own previous generosity is now
likely to be returned.
Feeling great, you will want to spend much time with friends and lovers therefore social life and
romance is also likely to improve around now. There is good times to be had! Travel is likely.

This is a time when very little will anger or irritate you; even if something goes wrong, you will be
philosophical and be able to put it into perspective. You may even decide to call a truce with
previously held grudges.
Good fortune may also smile upon you perhaps through some legal matter or speculative
investment so if a financial bonus does come you way enjoy it.
From about: 13 January 2010 to about: 14 January 2010

f w _

Transiting Venus Opposite your Ascendant
Avoid arguments today - you will not have the physical or emotional energy to cope with the
trials and tribulations of life. If possible, stay at home and surround yourself with life's little
luxuries. Avoid confrontations at work, if you manage to keep the peace, then your skills of tact
and diplomacy will make a greater impression.
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From about: 14 January 2010 to about: 15 January 2010

a w _

Transiting Sun opposite your Ascendant
Arguments within relationships could lead to critical difficulties today, with jealousy,
possessiveness and uncontrollable anger being the catalyst for unreasonable conduct. Although
the day will seem traumatic and full of confrontation, it is probably best to get these hidden
tensions out into the open and clear the air.
From about: 15 January 2010 to about: 6 February 2010

a in 7th House

Sun is Transiting your Natal Seventh House
Personal and business relationships and partnerships come to the fore. You should now be
dealing with the public or working in a team effort much more than usual. You will also be looking
for feedback and reassurance from others. But there may be a tendency to expect too much from
relationships, resulting in disappointment when your partner does not or can not live up to the
image that you have projected onto them. In any marriage or partnership, this is a time to be
honest about what you want and expect from each other. There may now also be some conflict or
concern with legal matters.
From about: 15 January 2010 to about: 1 February 2010

f in 7th House

Venus is Transiting your Natal Seventh House
The focus is on all relationships, business or personal but especially romance. As you will be so
relaxed, love relationships should be a source of tremendous pleasure and satisfaction. You will
now go out of your way to show loved ones just how much you care. A new love affair could
begin but take care not to place a lover on too high a pedestal or expect them to live up to some
kind of impossible ideal. Feeling confident and more co-operative, past differences could now be
more easily resolved, especially any matter concerning legal confrontations.
From about: 17 January 2010 to about: 18 January 2010

f q s

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Venus is Conjunct your Natal Moon
Feeling dreamy and romantic, you will want to spend time with someone you love - probably in
the comfort and security of home. Nostalgia will cause you to contact friends from the past or
just talk over 'the good old days' with close loved ones. Contact with women, especially your
mother, could bring positive results. The temptation to overeat or drink may be hard to resist.
From about: 17 January 2010 to about: 18 January 2010

f w h

Transiting Venus Opposite your Natal Jupiter
If you do not want to overspend your budget during this time, then keep a tight hold on your
purse strings. Too many late nights coupled with too much food and alcoholic beverages may
leave you feeling somewhat drained. In business transactions, do not exaggerate and promise
more than you can deliver.
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From about: 18 January 2010 to about: 20 January 2010

a q s

Transiting Sun Conjunct your Natal Moon
Professional and business interests will take second place to more pressing personal and
emotional matters today. If you have a clear understanding and acceptance of your inner
emotions, then the day should proceed smoothly. However, if you have been less than honest to
yourself, and others, about inner feelings then the day could end in turbulent confrontation. One
way or the other, one of life's more important lessons could be learned today.
From about: 19 January 2010 to about: 20 January 2010

a w h

Transiting Sun opposite your Natal Jupiter
Today could be summed up in three words; positive, relentless energy. However as
overconfidence could be a problem, beware taking on more than you can handle and do not
promise more than you can deliver! If you give the impression that you have all the answers then
you just might overstep the mark. Allow time for rest in order to avoid exhaustion.
From about: 1 February 2010 to about: 21 February 2010

f in 8th House

Venus is Transiting your Natal Eighth House
Your focus will now be on jointly held finances, insurance, taxes and inheritance. Intensity of
emotions could also stimulate sexual fantasies and activities. Love relationships started during
this period will always have a powerful influence on your life. You may also benefit financially
through either a business or personal relationship. Secrets will either be revealed, or you will
delve deeply in order to unearth hidden truths.
From about: 6 February 2010 to about: 3 March 2010

a in 8th House

Sun is Transiting your Natal Eighth House
You will now have a need to merge either your own emotions or financial and material
possessions with others. You may be trying to borrow money. With the focus also on feeling and
deep, introspective thought this is a time to concentrate on inner needs. Some sort of compulsive
or irrational conduct is likely, creating situations which may lead to changes in your life. A
powerful individual may now influence your values and thoughts or you could develop a
tremendous fascination for esoteric subjects or religions.
From about: 6 February 2010 to about: 6 February 2010

d w _

Transiting Mercury Opposite your Ascendant
Although your mind should be reasonably clear over the next few days, your outlook may not be
objective. You must also find a satisfying outlet for frenetic energy levels. Beware power
struggles, as challenges to your authority and ego will not be dismissed lightly.
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From about: 7 February 2010 to about: 22 February 2010

d in 7th House

Mercury is Transiting your Natal Seventh House
Your focus will be on relationships. Do not work alone. By co-operating with others, you will
accomplish more. This would also be a good time to talk through and resolve long standing
problems in either personal or business relationships. In romance, you will be attracted to lovers
who can satisfy both your physical and intellectual needs. Also be aware that this is an excellent
time for appearing before the public or tackling mental work with the co-operation of a business
or personal partner.
From about: 9 February 2010 to about: 10 February 2010

d q s

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Mercury Conjunct your Natal Moon
This is a time when thoughts will strongly be influenced by emotions. It is time to think with your
heart and not just your mind, but do take care not to become too subjective in your viewpoint.
Solutions to long standing problems can be found from deep within inner emotional reserves,
rather than trying to resolve problems with logical reasoning.
From about: 9 February 2010 to about: 10 February 2010

d w h

Transiting Mercury Opposite your Natal Jupiter
Keep a tight hold on your purse strings, as this could be an extremely expensive few days ahead.
Confidence and enthusiasm will be your keywords you will feel you could climb the highest
mountain. However, do take care not to take on more than you can handle or spend more than
you can afford to!
From about: 14 February 2010 to about: 22 February 2010

h w j

Transiting Jupiter Opposite your Natal Saturn
This is not a time to make wild, unfounded accusations as they are likely to backfire. Your
unpredictable and erratic way of behaving will certainly baffle others. Be extremely careful in how
you express yourself as misunderstandings and confusion could now lead to chaos. Important
decisions should therefore be temporarily postponed until emotional stability is restored.
Feeling as if you are being pulled in opposite directions - there is a certain amount of tension and
confusion in your mind as to what to do next. You will not know whether it is time to push
yourself forward into the spotlight or to keep your head down and well out of the firing line. One
minute you could be feeling elated, full of confidence and on top of the world and then within no
time at all you find yourself sinking to the depths of depression. Try to find a comfortable middle
ground until these disruptive planetary influences fade away.

Restlessness may disrupt personal relationships. Patience will be needed. Don't rush plans or
ideas and don't force others to accept your point of view against their will. Be more prepared to
compromise and to take other people's feelings into consideration and they will be more prepared
to give much needed encouragement and support.
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From about: 16 February 2010 to about: 17 February 2010

f w j

Transiting Venus Opposite Natal Saturn
Feeling disillusioned and unlucky in love, you may feel as if nothing is going your way. Because of
this, emotional barriers will be erected to stop you from getting hurt but this may only make
matters worse. Conflict between your home and professional life may cause emotional
confrontations.
From about: 22 February 2010 to about: 8 March 2010

d in 8th House

Mercury is Transiting your Natal Eighth House
Your focus will now be on one of two areas; either on material and monetary issues such as
financial legacies, insurance and tax matters or thoughts revolving around sex, birth and death,
endings and new beginnings. Either way, you will now want to penetrate beyond surface
appearances to examine inner feelings and conversations will probably revolve around deeper
issues. But you may prefer to keep your own motives and thoughts secret, or at least not reveal
them completely. Business matters involving jointly held finances and property could now work to
your advantage.
From about: 25 February 2010 to about: 26 February 2010

a w j

Transiting Sun opposite your Natal Saturn
Feeling tired and depressed, this could be a disappointing and confusing day. Seemingly
insurmountable problems may cause a crisis of confidence. Plans and ideas may be opposed,
especially by those in authority. Inevitable changes may be forced upon you. With energies at an
all time low, allow time for rest in order to avoid exhaustion.
From about: 3 March 2010 to about: 4 March 2010

f q f

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Venus Conjunct Natal Venus
Love is the keyword during this period. Existing love affairs are likely to be strengthened and
rekindled, so do not be surprised if your partner suggests a more long-term commitment. New
romance also looks promising. The temptation to buy items of luxury and beauty will be hard to
resist. Go ahead treat yourself. You may even feel like throwing a party.
From about: 5 March 2010 to about: 5 March 2010

d w j

Transiting Mercury Opposite your Natal Saturn
Excessive worry could create the very problems that you are trying to avoid! A bleak, negative
outlook could also block personal and professional progress. Delays in communication are likely
and you may find yourself endlessly waiting for a telephone call or letter. Take care not to
overwork or emotional and physical exhaustion could lead to ill health.
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From about: 8 March 2010 to about: 24 March 2010

d in 9th House

Mercury is Transiting your Natal Ninth House
Your focus will now be on study, education, philosophy or travel. Eager to learn, you will now be
more open to the philosophies and religions of other cultures. With this placing you will probably
be seeking a belief system that satisfies both the rational and intuitive aspects of your mind. In
search of knowledge, you may also find that you are attending more talks, classes or seminars
than usual.
From about: 10 March 2010 to about: 31 March 2010

h in 9th House

Jupiter is Transiting your Natal Ninth House
This is a time when your views on life will mature and change. You may now have opportunities
for long distance travel, for study and also for teaching others. If you are unable to travel, you
may have more contact with foreigners or people from different backgrounds or cultures. This is
an excellent time for anyone connected with the media, especially writers and publishers.
From about: 15 March 2010 to about: 17 March 2010

a q f

Transiting Sun Conjunct your Natal Venus
This holds the promise of being a lovely day when you should be feeling very loving, sociable and
affectionate. Do not be surprised if small gifts or presents come your way. Health should
improve, so long as you resist the temptation to be overly self indulgent. The magnetism of the
planet of love, Venus, could also attract delightful new lovers to you.
From about: 15 March 2010 to about: 15 March 2010

d q f

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Mercury Conjunct Natal Venus
Your relaxed and sociable mood will be contagious, creating an atmosphere of laughter and love.
This would be the perfect time to clear the air and talk through any long-standing or niggling
problems within personal or professional relationships. It will also be easy to express your
emotions, and tell someone how much you love them. Financial and business negotiations look
lucrative, as you should be able to get your message across.
From about: 18 March 2010 to about: 18 March 2010

d q d

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Mercury Conjunct your Natal Mercury
Increased powers of reasoning and objective logical thought will enable you to make positive,
lasting decisions during this time. As you will be able to communicate clearly and effectively,
make the best of this opportunity to resolve long standing problems or increase personal and
business contacts. Travel is also likely.
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From about: 21 March 2010 to about: 23 March 2010

a q d

Transiting Sun Conjunct your Natal Mercury
Feeling more mentally alert, your thinking processes should more clear and concise today. Due to
increased enthusiasm, energetic initiative and the ability to cope under pressure, you could now
make a positive, lasting impression on people in authority. If you have something important to
say, then now is the time to get that message across. Expect to make or receive numerous
telephone calls or letter.
From about: 22 March 2010 to about: 22 March 2010

d q g

Beginning of new cycle
Transiting Mercury Conjunct Natal Mars
Verbal aggression could cause a few problems during these few days. Feeling somewhat tetchy,
fools certainly will not be suffered gladly. Anyone who provokes you or who does not meet your
high standards is likely to be subjected to cutting and sarcastic criticism. Be particularly careful of
hazardous or dangerous situations, as you could be more accident prone than usual.
From about: 29 March 2010 to about: 31 March 2010

a q g

Transiting Sun Conjunct your Natal Mars
Armed with a true fighting spirit and boundless energetic enthusiasm, there is little you will not
be able to achieve during this next day or so. But if anyone should try to stand in your way, then
they are likely to be trampled underfoot. Arguments and conflicts may therefore be difficult to
avoid. Why not burn off all this extra nervous energy through solid hard work, but do beware of
accidents, as you could also be somewhat accident prone.
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